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Former sweatshop
worker speaK
from experience
Kyle Ford
ManagingEditor

(EEOC). The EEOC then filed an injunctio

that prohibited Sako from firing while th
commission investigated the charges.
"I came toAmerica in 1999 to expose th
harsh reality of whatmulti-national compa
nies are doing to the people of the Globa
South,"Abad said.
In the past five years,Abad has been a
advocate for the workersin Saipan andothe
sweatshop seamstresses around the work
Her work has produced results, in 2002, 26
major retailers settled a class actionlawsui
targeting working conditions in Saipan. Th
settlement provides back wages to worker
and creates a monitoring system to preven
further abuse.
Butthe womandidn't just visit S.U. to tel
people her story. She came with a mission to
educate and advocate for student involve

Members of the Seattle University community who wanted to find out how the
clothes on their backs were made had the
opportunity to learnfrom someone whomade
them.
Carmencita Chic Abad,aformer sweatshop
worker, relatedher experiencewith the Sako
Corportaion to a packedroom May 13, in the
Fr. Leßoux Room in theStudent Center.
Abad spoke ofher six years as a garment
worker on thePacific Island ofSaipan,inthe
U.S. Commonwealth of the North Mariana
Islands. Shedetailed her workingconditions
of 14-hour days, time without pay, and dangerous work in which all the exits were
blocked and people weren'teven allowed to
ment.
take a break to use thebathrooms.
"Youare thenumber oneconsumers ofthis
Sheearnedpoverty wagesat theSako Corporation, that makes clothes for the Gap, product, especially at your age,"Abad said.
among other major U.S. retailers. Finally, "I encourage you to look at the clothes you
Abad hadenoughand attemptedto or^">nize
Saipan's first garment workerunion.

(Hawaiian

Luau tradition

Dancers entertain at 43rd Annual Hui O'Nani Luau Friday.
For more coverage of the luau, see Page 3.

Her efforts resulted in strong-arm tactics
by the factory, which threatenedto shut down
the plant altogether and move it to Mexico.
The factory intimidated workers in other
ways as well,frightening them from supporting the union. Theunion certification lost in
a worker election by only five votes.
As Abad was now considered a troublemaker by the factory, Sako management retaliated by refusing to renew her year-long
work contractfor the first time. Tokeep from
losing her job, Abad took hercase to theU.S.
EqualEmployment Opportunity Commission

buy andto onlybuy fromcompanies
thatpro"
vide a livingwage to its workers.

She also encouragedpeople to be activein
the community, "Act locally, but think globally," Abad intoned. Global Exchange, the
organizationAbadworks with, beganlocally
with students around the country acting independently for change. Now, it is a human
rights organization that exposes economic
and political injustice aroundthe world then
organizes for change.
"We need more events like this," said Sarah Greene, Junior, Environmental Studies

See SWEAT, Page 4

Fulbright Scholar to conduct culture study
Meyling Siu-Miranda
Features Editor
A glass ofmilk a day may strengthen your bones, but for

Seattle University student Katherine Rodela her glass came
with extra nutrients: a Fullbright Scholarship.
Rodela, a seniorhistory andphilosophy major, wasawarded
the scholarship for her 2004-2005 project titled "Empowerment in a Glass of Milk, Gender, Ethnicity and Developin Peru."
Her project grew out ofher experience in Peru through
attle University's International Development Internship
Program. From January through March of 2003, Rodela
worked for CARE, a humanitarian organizationfightingglobal poverty. She studied the participation in the local governmentsof twoPeruviancommunities inHuaraz andAncash.
Rodela's current study seeks to explore the interplay of
gender, ethnicity and participatory development in a rural
context, specifically how a national development program
as the "Vaso de Leche" (Glass of Milk) program deedto feed children,affects women's senseofcivic agency.
"The program'smain objective is to improve the nutrition
children, but Ithink that it does a lot more than that:it
powers women," Rodela said.
The "Vaso de Leche" Program was established in 1985,
fundedby international cooperation and administered through
the Ministry of Economy and Finance, to provide milk and
oatmeal topoorcommunities throughoutPeru. Theprogram,
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which works with mothers to distribute the milk, represents
for many women their first experienceparticipating insocial
or political organization.
"Iwent to abig district meeting whereall the men anddifferent officials came from the city to thisrural areaand Isaw that
themothers weren't really talking there," Rodela explained.
"But then,Iwent to a meeting where it was just themothersand they were so vivacious. Irealized that there wasmore
to that programthan justgivingmilk to the mothers," Rodela
said,adding that themothers' silence during the meeting was
because it was conducted in Spanish and not their native

Quechua.
Rodela was encouraged to apply for the Fullbright Scholarship by her academic advisor, Marc McLeod and history
professor Theresa Earenfight, whoknew how passionate she
was about social justice.
However,Rodela confesses she first thought that the idea
ofbeinga recipientof a FullbrightScholarship seemed "something that onlypeople from biguniversities get."Despite her
skepticism, Rodela applied inOctober 3 1,2003 and was informed she was awardedthe scholarship until May 10,2004;
a time she describes as a "limbo period."
"Ihad to plan my life as ifIwasn't going to get it. Istill
don'tbelievethat I'm goingto do this!" she said witha smile.
For her study, Rodelaplans to interview 20 to 30 mothers
whoparticipated inthe first few years ofthe implementation
of Vaso de Leche. She will analyzethe relationship between
this program and changes in rural mothers' access to com-

munal decision-making. She hopes to concentrate on southern rural communities near Cuzco, Peru to gather an oral
history from the mothers.
—
"As ahistory major, Itell stories that's how Icommunicate," Rodela said. "The one thing that is really missing in
developmental studies is just the story of the people,really
understanding what the context is. When people tell you a
story, theyare going to tell you what is meaningful to them."
In preparation for her project, Rodela will study during
the summer of 2004 advanced Quechua at the Centro de
Estudios Regionales "BartolomedelasCasas"in Cuzco,Peru.
She will later conduct archival research in Lima, Peru to
reconstruct the political andcultural origins of the Vaso de
Leche Program. Finally, she will live in rural communities
to evaluate the processes ofwomen's empowermentthrough
in-depth interviews andobservation. Rodela hopes to write a
recommendation report to the national Vaso de Leche Program and a report of findings to the Universidad Nacional
Mayor de San Marcos in Lima, Peru.
Rodela, who has been part of SU Honors Program and
works for a nonprofit law center as a legal advocate for persons with disabilities,hopes to unite her passion for history
with acareer in public service.
"In whatever Ido, there is the advocate who works with
and for people,"Rodela said. "My trip to Peru helpedme to
be really critical of programs that are presumed to be really
helpful. Ireally want to understandhow to walk with people
not justgive them things."
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SU Security Report
Cniisiu' is not an option
tqday S/ll/04
approximately 7:17 p.m.,
DPS staffreceived a call from a
lident reporting that their car
was missing from the Broadway
garage. CPSand SPDresponded
met withthe victim. Anarea
check wasdonearoundthegarage
and all other SU parking areas.
The victim's vehicle was not
found SPD filed a vehicle theft
report

Stolen stereo and stuff

iinday S/H/Q4
At approximately 8:30 p.m.,
CPS staff received acall reportingthatastudenthadnoticed their
car stereowas missing fromtheir
along with some other
personal items. CPS went to the
scene of the possible auto prowl

Vehicle

There'smore to thestory
Tuesday,5/,i3/Q4
AtapproKsraately 12:15p.m., CPS
staffreceived acall reporting that a
SeattleUniversity staffmember had
noticed a car parkedintheConnolly
Center's south lot, with a window
broken out of it CPS responded to
*he scene,but was not able to reach
the victim.Itcouldnot oedetermined
whatitems may havebeen taken, at
the titneofthereport,thusunder follow-upinvestigation.

could notbe determinedhow the
prowler entered the vehicle.

Wednesday S/14/Q4

At approximately 9:02 p.m.,
whUeCPS was on patrol, they
found a suspicious male the
men's bathroom of LoganField
CPS observed the man burning
paperwithacigarettelighter.eps
contacted die Seattle Police and
together contacted themale in
questionoutsideofthebathroom.

in

Atapproximately5:45p.m.,astu-

dent reportedhaving items fromher
backDackstolenwhileattendingThe
Women'sRegional SoaballToumamentat Humboldt State, anoff-camPus Seattle University sponsored
event Tte Studentreported leaving
&* backpackon the field and upon
leaving the event realized that her
campuscardandmoney were taken.

Cue and memory stick
Thursday 5/15/04
At approximately 1:27 a.m., CPS

Themalehadnoassociationwith staffreceived acallofapossible auto

Advertisement

wentto thescene andspokewith the
owner. Itwasdeterminedthatti
htclehadbeenprowledThep

Basketball pains

-

Somewhere In California

Alight inthebathroom

weremissingfromtbeirvebicle.CPS

tn thevehicle were icuestick
acomputer memory stick,

toconfi>Tnitandiuedarepoit.It

Monday 5/12/04

prowl Astudentreported that items

SeaukUniverai
stated thatthe
reasonI*was burningpaper was so
thathe could«ee whathe wasdoing
sdarkbaihroorn. Themale was
issued a criminal trespass war
andtoldnottoreturn orhe wouldb
arrested.

Thursday 5/15/04
Atapproximately 1:56p.m.. CPS
received acall ofaninjuredperson
in the Quad. SFD was notified and
the victim waslocated in the south
Curled up with agood book
part of the Quad. The victim was
Friday
5716/04
examined by CPS and medics and
found to haveapossiblesprained or " At approximately 5 am, while
broken wrist. The victim injured on patrol CPS found two males
their wrist while playing basketball .sleeping in the study area of the
at a SU Sponsoredevent Thevictim first floor of the Lemiuex Library.
was traisporto! to a local areahos- CPS, along with Seattle Police,
contacted the two males in quespitalby friends.
tion. Themales hadno association
with Seattle University. The same
Boredom,markers and paint two mates had.previously been
warned numerous times not to
Thursday 5/15/04
, At approximately 4 p.m., while sleep in the study area. The males
on patrol of the campus grounds, wer e issued Crin|inal Trespass
CPS discovered small sections of warnings and told not to return to
graffiti located in variouslocations the University or they wouldbearon campus. Theareasincluded the restedConnolly Center and Murphy
Morepaint
Apartments. Thegraffiti wasdone
Friday 5/16/04
black paint and permanent
Atapproximately8 a.m., whileon
marker. No suspects were found
and the graffiti was reported and patroloftheBroadway Garage,CPS
cleaned upby Seattle Universityri- discovered a small section of graffiti. The graffiti was done inblack
cilities operation.

"*

Theunlocking device
Fndav5/16/04
At approximately 5 p.m., CPS
staffreceived a call ofa possible
,
mtQ pwwl A fe( ulty raember
reported that items were miss
jng ftom their vehicle. CPS
went t0 ,t,e scene ancj spo^c
faculty memberanddeteimined that infact thevehicle
hadbeen prowled.The prowler
gained entry by using an unlocking device. The faculty
member reported that their vehide waslocked when they left
it earlier in the day. The only
item takenfrom thevehicle was

TeacherEvaluations
In a surveyconductedin 2002, SeattleUniversity students wereasked to assess the quality ofthe teacher
evaluationsusedin the CollegeofArts & Sciences.Respondingto the question ofhowwellthey understand
the purposeofthe evaluations,46. 1%ofthe sampleanswered"completely."However, when askedtocheck
boxes for what they thought the evaluations wereused for, 59.3% didnot check "promotion/tenure,"and
79.7%didnot check "pay increases."Thefactthat evaluations are used fortheselatterpurposes suggests that
there maybe a lackof awarenessonthe part ofSU's studentpopulationas to whatthe evaluationsare really
used for.
Anothercomponentofthisissue isthe qualityofevaluations.Althoughthereappears tobe somefrustration
withthe designofthe evaluations,thereis alsoa firmbeliefthatwhateverchangesaresuggested,theywillnot
beimplemented.The problemboilsdown to studentinvolvementand awareness.
Finally, the question of publication overarches the entireissue of evaluations.Generally speaking,this
questionconsistsofwhetherornot evaluationsofteachersshouldbemadeavailabletothestudentbody.Finer
aspects ofthis issue includehowlongthe evaluationswouldbe open topublic viewing,wherethey wouldbe
held, whetherornotpublicationwouldbe voluntary, andwhetherornot studentswouldevenutilizethepublic
informationas ameans of selecting coursesand teachers.
How do we,as students, feelaboutthe currentstateoftheteacherevaluations?Do wefeel that thepublication ofthe evaluationsfor ouruse is beneficialto students as wellas to the College as a whole?As students,
whatshould our stanceonthis issuebe?
Faculty Issues
More goes on in Caseythan we students mightexpect The facultyand staffoftheCollegedealwith and
debatemany issues andproblemshaving todo with ouruniversity and educationthat most studentsremain
ignorant of Issues having to do with therelationships amongthe faculty, staff, andadministrationhavedirect
bearing on our academic experience. Among the many issues, we have identifiedthree mainthemes: the
Adjunct Issue, RepresentationIssue,andCollege andUniversity Direction.
The Adjunct Issue centersaround the rolethat adjuncts play in theCollegeand the College's treatmentof
and dependenceonthem.Therolesof adjuncts (non-tenured track faculty)differamong departments,leaving
ambiguity as totheir responsibilitiesas professors and as part ofthe College community.While some have
beenherefor many years and teachupperdivisioncourses,others areherefor onlya quarteror yearat a time,
teachonly specializedcourses,orCORE classes.The mainproblemsthathavearisen inourresearch are:lack
of jobsecurity,inequitablepay, poor jobbenefits, and noofficespace. Althoughsuch problemsquestion the '
College'sethical treatment ofits employees,thebottomline forstudentsisthatat thispointthereisno way to
guarantee the quality of adjuncts. After all, as the College relies moreand moreonadjuncts, whatwillkeep
goodones here ifthese injustices continue?
TheRepresentationIssuereflects alargeruniversityproblem:the unequalrelationshipbetweenthe faculty
andthe administration.Specifically within the College,there existsanobvioussenseof apathyamongsomeof
the faculty in voicing their concerns. Therefore,not many ofthem participatein facultyassemblymeetings.

,
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College Review Report

As an exampleofthe CollegeofArtsandScience'scommitmentto studentleadership andinvolvement, the
CollegeSocietyis dedicatedto promoting student awarenessand understanding of important policy issues
within the College. In this vein, the CollegeReviewCommitteeis focused on increasing transparency and
workingtowardsunderstanding thepositionandpowerofstudents withinthe college. TheCollegeReview
Committeeis meantto act as bothameans ofdetecting and informing studentsabout issues, as wellasa tool
forstudents to voice opinions,and the CollegeReview Reportismeantto promoteagreater understandingof
issues and theirimportance amongthe student body.Please voiceyour opinions aboutthe issues discussed
here or any otherissues you wouldlike tosee addressedwithin the collegeby fillingout the survey at http://
students.seattleu.edu/lindsaiand/or emailingus at sucollegereview@yahoo.com.

Advertisement
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paint. No suspects were found
andthe graffiti was reported and
cleanedupby Seattle University
';[:
facilities operation

Indeed,howmuch weightdo thedecisionsof professors and staffmembershave in influencingCollegeand
Universitypolicy?Onepossibilityofstrengthening faculty voiceandcommunitymight be tocreate a teacher's
union;however,thereisnounionor anyincentivetohaveone at thispointdue todifferentuniversitypressures.
The largerissue overallisthe questionofthe directionof the CollegeandUniversity. Whereis ourCollege
going?Whatare and whatshouldbethe roleofthe professor?Whenmany ofus arrivedat SeattleUniversity,
weweregivena certainimageof our schoolandhad certain expectationsof ourprofessors andclasses.Were

these expectations fulfilled?Can they be fulfilled with the currentpolicies and procedures ofthe College?
Theseare vital questionswe as studentsmust askourselves toensurethatthe collegemeetsourneeds.Bottom
line: are wegetting the educationand learningenvironment wepaid for?
Student Access andRepresentation
"
ThemissionofSeattleUniversityexplicitylists the developmentofleadersas oneofitscentral goals: We
seek todevelopresponsibleleaderscommittedto the commong00d,. .[and] to empoweringleadersfor ajust
and humane world."This goal serves directly to enableSeattle University graduates to obtain entrance to
graduate programs and to careerpaths. Leadershipdevelopment shouldbe equally available to allstudents.
ThevaluesandstatedcommitmentofSeattleUniversityregardingstudentcommunity andstudentleadership
donot,however,alwaysseem tobeembodiedby thelivedexperiencesofstudents.It oftenappearsthatasmall
selectgroupofstudents on campushas access to leadershipopportunities,representation,and relationships
with faculty and staffthat are not as readily availableto students ingeneral. The process by which those
students whodoseem tohave a voice within thecollegeare selectedoftenappearsfarfrom systematic. The
followingareasare of specific concernvis a vis thisissue:
* The honorsprogram:Inspecific ways,the honorsprogramin itscurrent state plays asignificant role in
contributingto theinequitabletreatmentofdifferentgroups ofstudents.Studentsin the honorsprogramhave
access to tenured/tenuretrackprofessorsas opposedtoadjunct professors,giving themlonger lastingpersonal
relationshipswithprofessors,which areneededforlettersofrecommendationandgeneralmentoringtowards
graduateschool andcareers.How do we,as students,feelaboutthis inequality? Shouldhonorsstudentshave
moreaccess torelationshipswithprofessors? It seems thatboth faculty member andhonorsstudents are told
thatstudentsin andcoming out ofthehonorsprogramare superiorscholars to studentsoutsideoftheprogram,
and specific on-campus speakers/eventsarerestricted to honorsalumnaeand students.Ifstudentsselectedas
leadersarechosenby faculty,thenthesestudentsare obviouslymorelikely tobeselected.Whatdoesthismean
for studentswhoaren'tand haven'tbeen in the honorsprogram?Ifthe same studentsare always selectedto
hold leadershiproles androles ofstudentrepresentation within the college,are allstudents'interests really
beingrepresented?What doesthis systemofpreferentialtreatment for aselectgroupofstudentssayaboutour
collegeasa whole, andwhatdoes this meanforallstudents in theCollegeofArts andSciences?
* Faculty,Hiring,Core committeesandAcademicStudentClubs/Honors Societies:Membership,Service,
and Leadershipin these clubs tends to involvethis same selectgroupbecause inmany cases students who
participate arechosen by (acuitymembersin a non-systematic way.Some students seemto feelunwelcome/
uninvited/orunableto participatein leadershippositionswithinthesegroups,whichbecomeimportantplaces
to networkand tovoicestudent concerns.Do students feellike they donothave access toparticipateinthese
groups or serveon these committees?Are studentsinterested inchanging the way leadershippositions are
obtained?
*
CollegeSociety:Thecollegesocietyis not anexceptionto thisproblemwith studentrepresentationwithin
the CollegeofArts andSciences.The grouphas traditionallybeendominated by a selectgroup of students,
mainly graduates oftheHonors Program. While we encourage allstudents to apply for membership,weare
lookingto changethispolicy,takinginto considerationcertain inclusive goalswe want to stresssurrounding
inclusionanda focusonamore authentic form ofstudent representation.Any students who wantto have a
voice in decisionswhich are being made within the college whichaffect students are encouraged to get
involved.
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Annual Lu'au flaunts a taste of Hawaii
J. Jacob Edel

Staff Writer
The club Hui O Nani Hawaii displayed their Hawaiian identity and offered a taste of culture to Seattle University students and guestslast Saturday
night in the Campion Ballroom.
The 43rd annual lu'au served an assorted plate of unique Hawaiian foods,
authentic Hawaiian dances, impromptu
comedy and original music. Hawaiian
influence could be seen throughout the
ballroom since the sold-out event hosted
hundreds of people dressed in light colored flowered shirts, dressesand skirts.
Paper palm trees, cut up green grasses
and yellow stars and falsely flaming tiki
torches decorated the walls while seablue table cloths, vases of flowers, sea
shells and gold fish ornamented the
tables.
"It reminded me of home," Melissa
Pang, a University of Washington graduate student of Rehab Medicine andnative
Hawaiian,said of the lu'au.
The planning and executionof thelu'au
demonstrates how much these Hawaiians
appreciate their homeland.
According to Cassey Hussey, President of Hui O Nani, the club starts doing things in the fall and continues
working for the lu'au until it's over.She
said the club does many fundraisers
throughout the year in addition to the

various preparations for the lu'au.
Hussey said the club does all this
to "share the Hawaiian culture
with Seattle University and with
the community."
"The lu'au gives a taste of the
culture," Jeremy Aoyagi, a SU
freshman, agreed.
Another part of the lu'au was the
concert whichconcluded the festivities. This year HuiO Nani Hawaii
featured a Hawaiian highlight. According to Hussey, Natural Vibrations, a popular Hawaiian reggae
band attracted a larger crowd this
year than the previous year.
The magnitude of this lu'au capsized the average misconception
that Hawaiiis no larger than a collection of small islands displayed
in the corner of a map.
Oneof the master of ceremonies
asked a lucky raffle winner if it
was true or false that Hawaii is as
close to Alaska as most maps
show. The prize winner answered Students perform at the 43rd annual
'false' and the crowd cheered as room on Saturday night.
the emcee handed over a gift.
Theintermission comedy skit addressed the trials and tribulations Hawai- ing evoked smiles and applause.
ian freshmen encounter with their first
"It makes me want to go visit,"
mainland roommates. The crowd re- Michelle Tinsley,a SU graduate student
sponded with laughter. A technical prow- studying psychology
said.
ess oftraditional dancingaccompanied the
The lu'aualsooffered the chance for felhumor while genuine costumes and danc- low Hawaiians from other schools to con-

lu'au held in the Campion Ball-

in the company of friends
they haven't seen in months. Matt Lee, a
UW freshman said he enjoyed the lu'au
because it is a "reason to come and see
people from home that [he] doesn't get to
gregate and be

see anymore."

President's Club andAlumni Dinner a success
Megan Lee
Staff Writer
This year's President's Club and

Alumni AwardsDinnerCelebration,the
20th annual, wasanother stunningsuc-

cess. Evenflickeringlights couldn'tdim
this specialnight.
The Tuesday evening began early
with a steady stream of well-dressed
people SeattleUniversity ties filinginto
theCampion Ballroom,which wasalso
dressed for the occasion. The tables
were thoughtfully prepared and
dressed—long-stemmed redroseswere

everywhere. A side-table was set up

displayingphotographsandyearbooks
honoring the many alumni,professors
andother speakers, to whomthenight
was a tribute.
Smiling alumni,scholars, donors,
Jesuits and their families filed in and
happily mingled,eager tocatch upand
chat with acquaintances and familiar
faces.
The mingling continued until Brian
McLean took thepodium and 'tapped
the glass,' announcing the call to dinner. Attendees found their tables and
Patrick O'LearyS.J. gaveinvocation.

Father Stephen Sundborg, S.J., congratulates
Frances Jefferson Terry, '51, the recipient of the
Community Service Alumni award and the first
black woman to graduate from the SU Nursing
Program. Anne Kilcup, '70, is the current president of the Alumni Board of Governors and Brian
McLean, '82 and '94, is the president-elect.

Then,JosephStraus gaveaheartfelt occasions. He willberetiringat theend
speechintroducing WilliamF.Leßoux, of this quarter.
S.J., the evening'sspecial guest This
TheCommunity ServiceAwardwas
year Leßoux isbeinggivenanhonor- awarded to Frances Jefferson, '51, for
arydegreebytheuniversity forhis years heraward winningnursingcareer, she

ofdonors whohavecontributed $1,000
or more to Seattle University. It is
through their philanthropic commit-

of service. For the outreach and
fundraising work hehas done, theuniversitychangedduring his timehere.
"Howdoes one comment on sucha
beautiful tribute," asked Leßoux,
slowlyrising in his seat and watching
all of the43 tables of peoplestanding,
allofthem lookingat Leßoux andapplauding.
After the outburst of applause
Leßoux continued,reflecting onhis
45 plus years spent at SU, and talking about how the SU President's
Club began.
"Ihated to leave Seattle University. I
havebeen here since 1958,but
happy
Iam
in Spokane,"he said. "I
loyal
ama
Jesuit."
As Leßoux spoke, any word he
momentarily lostthein-tunedcrowd
chimed in and pulled itoff ofthe tip
ofhis tongue, as theyapplauded. At
theend ofhis speechhe thanked everyone for coming and for, "being
loyal to my beloved Seattle University."
SU President Father Steven
Sundborg and the Alumni were the
head liners, but focal William F.
Leßoux, S.J.stoletheshow.Dinnerwas
then served, as the crowd applauded
himoncemore.
As desert was finished the Costco
Scholars and the Sullivan Scholars
handedout the long-stemmedredroses
to thedonors.TheAlumniAwards were
presented andeach ofrecipient gave a
shortspeech.
TheUniversity Service Awardwent
to James E. Bond, law professor and
deanofthelawschool on twoseparate

volved withthePresident'sClub since
thebeginning.
Overhis 45 years atSUhe saw the
school grow.Whenhestarted in1958,
as a young assistant professor, there
were only two buildings. He feels that
the university has expandedvastly,both
is sizeand quality.
"It is a wonderful campus, created
for our students," he said. "I amsure
they appreciate all thatFather
Sullivan
—
did for this university he tookSeattle
University outofDivisionOnein1 980,
before then we werenot known as an
academic institution."
Leßoux talked about his involvement with Sullivan,and how they
worked within the strongCatholic/Jesuittradition tobuild astrongacademic
reputation,enhancing the school and
building astrong faculty.
"Itis the value system that setsus
—
apart the Jesuits are part of the
Catholic Church and the faith system they embraceand want their students to embrace— Jesuit education
is the development ofthe total person: spiritual, psychological and
physical," he said.
TheanimatedFr.Leßoux mentioned
that spring at SU, is oneofhisfavorite
times ofthe year.
"My favorite times of the year are
whenthe studentsarrivein thefall and
when they graduatein the spring," reflectedFr. Leßoux. "Thewinter quarter can be a little bitof a drag."
He is an inspirational well-wisher
andhisgoodbye was laden withmotivation, "Do well in your studies and
get involved"

alsoteachesatseverallocationsincluding SU.
The Professional Achievement
Award went to SteveMcConnell,'91,
who wasrankedasoneofthethreemost
influential peoplein the computer software industry by Software Development Magazine.
The DistinguishedTeachingAward
went to Dr. KristinGuest who teaches
in the department of counseling and
psychology, the Master in Teaching
Program and serves as theDirectorof
the School Psychology Program.
The Alumnus of the Year Award
went to the Honorable Richard A.
Jones,'72, who as a KingCounty SuperiorCourtJudgeisrecognizedasone
of the region's outstandingjurists and
won acclaim for his handling of the
Gary Ridgeway trial.
"It [the Annual President's Club
Dinner] is a great way for donors,
many ofwhom arenot alumni,tosee
the accomplishments ofthealumni,"
explainedAnne Kilcup,president of
the Alumni Board of Governors.
"That's why we combine the two
groups.TheCostco Scholars andthe
SullivanScholarsare alsohere,mingling, they are all very remarkable.
This way the donors get to see what
they are doing."
TheUniversity Advancementoffice
andAlumniRelations sponsorsand organizes theevent,making the evening
possible. Theyrecognize the importanceofhonoring thepeopleandgroups
who accomplish so much for theuniversity.
The President's Club is a collection

ment to the university that ithas been
able to expand. Leßoux hasbeen in-
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Amy Daybert
NewsEditor
The scenario sounds like something
from the reality show, The Apprentice.
Twopeople form a team, randomly select
a presentation time, are given an assignment and present their proposal in an official meeting. Only in this case, there
was no danger of being fired, a point system was used and one person's success
was shared with another.
were some of the circumstances
olved in Seattle University School of
Education students, John Gregoire and
Bernadette Henderson's first place finish
at the National Association of Student
Personnel Administrators (NASPA) Case
Study Competition in Denver, Colorado
during the last week in March.
Gregoire, a graduate of the University
of Alaska and assistant for SU's International Student Center, and Henderson, the
new South Puget Sound Community CollegeDirector of Diversity and Equity, are
both currently enrolled in the SU Student

these

Development Administration program.
As students in the program, theystudy
and critique the habits of students and
services that are offered outside of the
classroom.
"The 'student of students' is kind of a
buzz word that's used within the program," John says as he describes how
it's his job and that of his fellow classmates to learn what services students
would benefit from and make adjustments to fulfill those needs.
For Gregoire and Henderson, the
NASPA case study competition was a
chance to apply the concepts they had
learned in the classroom and add to their
own professional development.
In one night, Gregoire and Henderson
created an agenda for a case study in
which students on a conservative Midwestern college campus were acting aggressively toward gay and lesbian students.
The fictional case study included incidents of cut speaker wires during rallies and threats about decreased monetary support for the university from

Words you don't want to hear from a
potential employer. But don't worry: if your
materials are that bad, you'll never
get the interview anyway.
-

You've worked hard for four years don't
blow it now with a weak resume and cover letter.
We can help. Our Career Launch package includes
a professionally written resume, cover letter
and two hours of time with a career coach
who knows what works with employers...and
what doesn't.It's thebest $449
you will ever spend.

Call us at (206) 28 1 -8660
for more details or check us out at
www.janzenassociates.com.
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Bernadette Henderson and John Gregoire won the 2004
NASPA Case Study Competition held in Denver, Colo.
alumni should the university offer supportive services for gay and lesbian
students.
Working as a team, Henderson and
Gregoire were able to rely on each
other's past research, classroom experience and knowledge about programs
aimed at the inclusion of students on
campuses throughout the country.
Steps in the four page agenda meant
to address the needs of the campus
population included a student assembly volunteer corps for monitoring
campus activities, retreats focused on
issues surrounding diversity, the ere
ation of conservative and gay centers
and leadership training. The pair also
recommended academic salons, modeledafter those at SU to "engage students, staff and faculty in open discourse on salient issues of the day."
"Gregoiie and Ihave different views

of the world and of student development. It would have been easy with
only one view but working with someone who doesn't agree with everything
opened me to different possibilities,"
Henderson recalled about the agenda
planning process.
Hours of planning culminated in a
fifteen-minute presentation irt front of
three judges and the gratification of
earning 69 of 70 possible points to be-

come the first team from SU to not
just place at the competition but win.
"It was stressful, difficult,rewarding and great," remembers Gregoire.
"I felt like Idid something for all of
my classmates and all of the people
in my classes came to mind when we
were doing the case study. Irealized
how powerful each person's influence
can be."
Gregoire and Henderson both received framed certificates and an engraved plaque was sent to their department.

Their success comes as the second

national case study competition win
for the Student Development Administrat'onprogram in the current school
year. Students Brittany Henderson
and Karli Winters won the best over-

all presentation in the National Orientation Directors Association
(NODA) National Case Study Competition in October 2003.
Jeremy Stringer,associate professor
in the Student Development Administration program,is pleased with the
success of students in the program and
hopes the accolades will continue.
"Names [of schools] seem to be reoccurnng at these competitions and it
wonlu be nice if Seattle University
was one of those names," he said.

SWEAT (Continued from Page 1)
major said. "I liked the way she tied things together. The environment and
social justice are the issues that affect us most."
"It was important because we need to have some ownership in the problems
we created in that we benefit from others' work," said Katrina Hale, Sophomore, Political Science major andCoalition for Global Concern organizer. "As
1said in my introduction, we cannot turn our backs on the exploitivenature of
American corporations and their role in other countries, as well as our own."
According to Hale, education is the first step to activism. "We must be made
aware of the realities of exploitive labor conditions and internalize what our
brothers and sisters face around the world due to those conditions and respond
in a just and humane way."
The event was hosted by Coalition for Global Concern and sponsoredby the
Committee for Diversity, Citizen and Social Justice Track of the College of
Arts and Sciences, S.U. Anti-Sweatshop Committeeand the Educational Programs Fund.
To get involved,The Coalition for Global Concern meets, Mondays at 6:30
p.m. in theCasey Building, Room 5 17.
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SU ranks among best colleges in country
Kevin Curley
Staff Writer
Once again Seattle University has been ranked as one of
the 351 best colleges in the country by the Princeton Review. Last year SU wasoneofthe six schools selected from
more than 250 that applied for the rankings to be added to
thelist.
Last year, the scores posted by the PrincetonReview for
SeattleUniversity were somewhat low considering the reputation theschoolhas amongits peers, withscoresinthe middle
80s in categories that ranged from overall student life and
academics. The survey is sent out to students at the specific
universities and dependingon the responses,the Review rates
each section.The onlypart ofthe survey that is postedby the
university is the information regarding admissions and financial aid.
This year,student's responses led toSeattle Universitybeing
ranked as one ofthe topuniversities in thenation. Some of the
responsesthat they receivedfrom students were,"the onlyway
to describe students (at SU) is with the wordcommunity."

One student remarked, "As for diversity, there havebeen
times whenI'velooked around whileina crowd of students
and realized Iwas the only straight white person there."
Seattle University has alsobeennamed oneofthe "Bestin
the West" schools;aranking of 129 universities in the western United States. The school was alsoranked fifth as having some of the best professors.
Another student commented that, "SU does a good job
teaching about the importance of serving others
and being a part of the world we live in. Ithink Iam a far more
open-mindedpersonnow than when Iwasa freshman."
One of the benefits of being one of the top ranked
schools on thePrinceton Review is the increasednationwide publicity the school has received. According to
school officials, this is the first year the University has
had to stop admitting new students on time (May 1) because their enrollment quota has been filled. Fr.Sundborg
reported that 675 new freshman have been accepted and
are planning to attend Seattle University for the 20042005 school year.
Another survey that also boosted the growingreputation

...

of Seattle University was the National Survey of Student
Engagement. TheNSSE surveys freshman and seniors ofa
university on topics that include levelofacademic challenge,
activeandcollaborative learning,student-faculty interaction,
enriching educational experiences,and supportive campus
environment. The survey is now circulating among students
at Seattle University and theresults will bereleased in November.
The2003 release of the NSSEconfirmed to Fr. Sundborg
that students are comfortable in theSeattle Universityenvironment.

"The information presented in this survey shows me that
students are engaged and satisfied with Seattle University,
that Seattle University is becoming a first choice school
rather thana fall-back school,and that our emphasis on our
students and thetools to helpour students is paying off," he
said.
Along with the Princeton Review's announcement,
USNews & World Report also ranked Seattle University's
Law School as one of the 100 Best Graduate Schools in the
nation.

'Honoring the Beloved' event clarifies Muslim teachings
MadeleineHottman

StaffWriter
Islamremains a mystery to many Americans. That's one of the reasons misunderstandings arise about the religion and its
relationship to the Middle East.
The Seattle University Muslim Students
Association (MSA)organized an event that
was also sponsored by the Campus Ministry, the International Student Center, Interfaith, MSA Northwest, Arab Community of Washington, Islamic Speakers Bureau, Karams and the Royal Saudi Em-

bassy, the University of Washington MSA,
and the Seattle Central Community CollegeMSA. The event titled "Honoring the
Beloved" had the aim to clarify some of
the misunderstandings SU students hold
about the character of the Prophet
Muhammad and the Prophet's teachings.
The MSA has not been active since the
19705, but was started again in fall 2003
by Nazir Harb, a freshman political science major, and advisor Dr. Faizi Ghodsi.
"This event helped show the fact that
there is an activeMuslimpresence oncampus," Tasleema VanHatten, a junior and
activemember of the MSA,said. "Through
formation of club and trying to get events
going, our presence is known on campus
and helps foster a multi-faith environ-

Prophet's views of social justice, and how to peaceful andegalitarian in the 23 years
the beliefs of Islam are applicable to the between Medina and Mecca. Bedeir gave
lives of non-Muslims weeks before the an impassioned account of Mohammad's
event.
life and presented reasons why Islam
"This is supposed to clear the myths should not be looked upon as a terrorist
about the Prophet," said junior criminal religion.
"I was told that the speaker was this exjustice major Tuseef Chaundry, who spent
part ofhis childhood inPakistan. "[lslam] pert, and we toldhim what we wereabout.
is misrepresented among the American His talk was just anunprofessional rant,"
people because this culture isbuilt around Harb said of the speaker.
In a meetinglast Tuesday, the MSA dethe Judeo-Christian tradition,and inPakistan, it is built around a Muslim culture cided that the speaker was bothersome on
where there is no separation of the state several points.
and religion."
The night before theevent, a last-minute
speaker was added to the program. The
speaker, Reda Bedeir, isaprofessor at EvergreenUniversity in North Carolina.
Some members of the MSA were agi-

tated with the speaker when Bedeir was
late and the talk started late due to difficulties with the technology heused for his
PowerPoint presentation was not compatible with what the organizers had on hand.
According to Harb, Bedeir spoke for 45
minutes, when he previously agreed to
speak for 30. The presentation itself was
not what the organization had anticipated
and therefore presented material that the
event was not going to focus on.
In his talk, Bedeir presented the
Mohammad's life in the context of the
ment."
changes the Prophetbrought to theMiddle
The MSA originally scheduled Imam East. Bedeir claimed that the Prophet
Fazal Hassan of the Bellevue Mosque to changed the attitudes of his followers in
address the Prophet Muhammad's life,the Middle East from misogynistic and violent

Jennifer Rouse, a sophomore social work major, eats with
Mason Starbird, sophomore international studies major, at the
Muslim Student Dinner.

"We apologize for any offensive comments madeand we wouldlike to makeit

clear that the views and ideas stated by
both Imams do not necessarily represent
the views and ideas of the Seattle University MSA," the club said officially Tuesday.
'"Honoring theBeloved' was good overall," Maitham Naeemi, a student from Seattle Central Community College and participant in the program, said. "There is a
difference of opinionamongpeople inany
religion, so the speakers presented only
one opinion. Ithink it did give a positive
image of Islam, though."
The MSA commented that theother aspects of the program went well and clarified many points the first speakerbrought
up. According to Harb, the event accomplished part of its goal of communicating
the Muslim beliefs that are the source for
misunderstandings.
The second speaker, Imam Hassan,
clarified some of the points that Bedeir
had made in his talk. Hassan presented
the views of Islam on social justice and
women's rights, which according to
Imam Hassan, are portrayed in America
as being absent in Muslim culture.
Hassan emphasized that the culture of
the Middle East is shaped by the Muslim culture, but that a large percentage
of people in Arab countries are not Muslim. The emphasis on the Muslim association with the Taliban, Al Qua'eda,
and terrorists, is a false one according
to Hassan. Hassan pointed out that Islam inArabic means peace,and the fundamental values that are often blamed
in American popular culture are peaceful and egalitarian. Hassan also emphasized that the role of women was a positive one in Islam.
"I think he portrayed Islam in a much
more peacefullight than ImamReda did,"
VanHatten, said. "He talked about things
that are documented on Prophet's character such as his honesty and positive traits."
Hassan fielded questions from the audi-

ence about Islam, with a special interest
in the roles of women in the religion and
the natureof the Quran inIslam. The answers to these questions, according to
Hassan, are that womencan have the same
status as men in the religion, but that men
and women just have certain roles in life
and in society.He mentioned that the practice of equality is not present in many cultures around the world and those cultures

do not recognize the Qur'an's call for
women to be equal.
Another part of
' the event was the recitationofthe Qur anby Naeemi, which was
the firstperformanceofthe night. Therecitation was in a style called "Tadjweed,"in

which the reader of the scripture recites
the scripture in a sort of song. According
to Naeemi,his family members taught him
the rules for pronunciation and he listens
to professional recitors of the Quran and
tries to emulate their style.
The original goal of the event, to honor
the Prophet, was not lost, according to
Harb, who claimed that Hassan was able
to clarify points about the Prophet's life
and how itrelated to students.
The emphasis on the Middle East was
apparent in the decorations and food that
adorned the Leßoux Room. The food was
catered by Karams Lebanese Restaurant
and included traditional Middle Eastern
dishes such as tamir,kibbah,lebna, tabule,
baq'lawa and Arabic coffee and tea. Instead of tables and chairs, guests lounged
on cushions and Arabic rugs, surrounded
by art and information from Middle Eastern culture.

"We wanted to create apositive correlation between Middle Eastern culture and
Muslim culture because only 18 percent
of Muslims are Arab," Harb said. "There
are many cultures associated with the religion."
According to Harb, the leadership of
Taslima VanHatten and the sisters in the
club wereinstrumental in making the event
possible, as it is the largest event for the
club this year.
"I never had a negative view of Islam," senior visual arts major Michelle
Evans and audience member said.
"There are people, though, who don't
know that muchabout the religion.They
are ignorant andafraid. This event helps
people learn about and experience this
culture and see that their practices aren't
out of the ordinary."
More information about the dinner is
available by email by contacting Harb
at harbn@seattleu.edu or VanHatten at
vanhat@seattleu.edu.
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Basketball, soccer recruiting update
AustinBurton
Opinion Editor

Seals, a graduate of Valley High School in
Sacramento, averaged 15.6 points and 5.5 re-

Joe Callero, himself a small, scrappy
college point guard once upon a time,
knows all about getting up after being
knocked downand still believingin yourself. And while Callero is almost always
optimistic when it comes to his current
team, the Seattle University head men's
basketball coachalsoknows theRedhawks
took some hardhits on the court in 200304, and that there are plenty ofholes that
need to be filled on theSU roster.
When Callero starts his fourth year at
SU next fall,he'll be without five seniors
from a teamthat went 9-18 overallthis past
seasonand5-13 inGreat NorthwestAthletic Conference games.
But Callero believes the team is only a
couple of players away from being serious GNAC contenders and having-a shot
to make some noise in the NCAA DivisionIInational tournament,whichmakes
his ability to recruit just as important as
his ability to draw up X'sand O's.
On May 13, Callero announced the
signingsof four incomingplayers whowill
suit up for the Redhawks in '04-05.
Two of the signees expected to immediately address SU's offensive problems
(the Redhawks finished 10th out of 10
GNAC teams in scoring) are Scan
Namanny, a 6-foot-4 forward out of Los
Medanos College and Bernard Seals, a 6foot-4 wing out of CosumnesRiver Community College.
Namanny averaged 17.9 points per
game,hitting 47percent from the field and
44.4 percent from three-point range. He
rankedrunVVv overa\\mtV\Tce-pointpercentage for junior collegeplayers in California. Namanny was also named teamMVP
and first team all-league. He played his

high school ball at Antioch (Calif.) High
School, scoring 20.9 points per game his
senior year.

"Scan has a great feel for the game,"
Callero said."He can score from all over
the

court

and has good college experi-

ence."

As one of two SU teams with anational
championship to its name(NAIA champs in
1997; the SU men's swim team won an
NAIA title in 2002), the Redhawks added
two players with championship pedigrees.
Local standouts John Fishbaugher from
Redmond H.S. and Cameron Mertens from
Southridge H.S. have both played on title
teams on the prep level.
"Theseare two verygoodplayers that are
the start of an exceptionalrecruiting class
for us," SU head coach Pete Fewing said.
"We are excited to signboth ofthem."
Fishbaugherhas capturedthree youth state
titlein the past five years.Most recently,he
helped lead Emerald City to theU-18 title
this year,and in2002, he won theU-16 state
crown with Tynecastle 11. Fishbaugher was
also a member ofthe Crossfire Sounders U14 state championship team in 2002.
"Johnis a versatile player thatis goodwith
both feet andhas verygood vision,"Fewing
said. "He is a strong competitor and has
played for (Seattle Sounders coach) Brian
Schmetzer, so he is wellcoached."
Mertens was a 2002 U- 17 state champion
with Three Rivers United, who lost in the
regional tournament to eventual national
champion Irvine Strikers. At Southridge,he
is currently on pace to finish as the team's
leading scorer for the fourth straight season
with 10 goals so far. As a junior, Mertens
was a second team all-league selection.
"Cameron is an extremely dangerous
recruited in four years,"Callerosaid."We have threat on the left flank. He has great speed
improved ourquickness,height, skillandexpe- and serves good crosses," Fewing said."He
rience."
is also an excellent student, and will be a
great fit at Seattle University."
Women's basketball
Despite having not yet hired a full-time head
Women's soccer
coach,S\J nabbedLama Sobczak, a 5-foot-11
The numbers may not say much, but
forwardout of Tacoma's Curtis H.S.
MicaelaPelland's job isn't to put up numSobczak wasnamed the South Puget Sound bers. An honorable mention all-state deLeague MVP after leading the Vikings to their fender at Shorecrest H.S., shescoredjust one
first-ever state tournament appearance. She av- goalas a senior.But the most important numeraged15.3 points and 12.2 rebounds per game. ber for Pelland is zero as in, how many
A three-time all-league selection, Sobczak goals the other team scores.
also played tennis and ran track at Curtis, rePelland has signed with SU, bolstering a
ceiving an Outstanding Scholastic Award from defense thathelped the Redhawks finish 14the Washington Interscholastic Activities Asso- 4-2 last season. In track and field, she was
ciation.
secondin the state in the 800-meter run.
bounds for CosumnesRiver. He hit 42.3 percentofhis threesand 44.8 percent fromthe field.
"Bernardisthebest shooter wehaverecruited
infour yearsat Seattle University,"Callero said.
To address a need at point guard seniors
Shea Robinson,A.J. Brooks andEddie Lincoln
—
are alldeparting Callero is bringing inShaun
Burl,a 6-foot-1pointguard outof Berkeley(Calif.) High School. A three-time first team allleague selection, Burl led Berkeley to a 24-4
record anda spot in theNorthern California state
tournament semifinals, averaging 11.2 points,
sixassists and 2.5 steals.
"Shaun is a true point. He has good quickness and strength for a high school senior,"
Callero said. "He takes care of the ball and is a
winner on andoff the court."
To round out the '04 recruiting class, SU
signedRyanColdren,a 6-foot-8 forward out of
Marist (Ore.) High School. Coldren was rated
as the fifth-best high school player in the state
by www.oregonpress.com, averaging 16.2
points and 7.5 rebounds. He was a three-time
all-league selection andfinished second all-time
at Marist with 1,231 career points. He was
named to theClass 3 A all-state tournament team
as a junior and helpedleadMarist tofour straight
tournament appearances.
"Ryanis one of the top bigmenin the state of
Oregon," Callero said. "He will make us a
quicker,more versatile,fast-breaking team and
should provide quality minutes as a freshman.
"Thisis themost well-rounded group wehave
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Have youheardabout the training room? It
may sound like a scary place where athletes
disappear to be enhanced with
nanotechnology or lasers.
The Redhawks don't need such enhancements,but many students maynot know about
this important part of varsity athletics
The training room serves varsity athletes
to help them when they have injuries and to
help them maintain their health in order to
perform welland make the most of their athletic experience.
According to Mike Fine, theassistant athletic trainer with the training room, the training roomwas originallyopened inthe 1980s.
Theroom was first located on the second
floor of the Connolly Center that isnow the
Aquatic Coordinator and swimming offices.
It wasmoved to its current location in 1996
on the first floorofthe Connolly Center across
from the astrogymand South Court.
Themission statement of the training room
is descriptive of their goal for service.
"The Sports Medicine Staff at SeattleUniversity strives to provideeach student athlete
with the highestquality healthcare within the
personnel, facilities, resources and budget
available. The Sports Medicine Staff is committed to continually strive for the highest
level within the available infrastructure, so
that the student athletes,coaches,parentsand
administration can reach their highest goals
and objectives."
With such a lofty mission statement, the
training room also has a trained staff of two
full-time certified athletic trainers, one parttimecertified trainer, and two student assistants tohelp maintain its standards.Thehead
trainer is Mark Escandon, ATC, and the assistant is Mike Fine, ATC, and both trainers
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TRAINING (continued from page 6)
work full time at the training room. In the typical day, the during any given week," Fine said. "We see the most athtrainers may seeas many as 50 or 60 students.
letes inAugust and through fall quarter,littleless during winAccording to Escandon, the trainingroom with the certi- ter quarter, and then spring quarter is busy through the first
fied athletic trainers gives athletes access to on-sitehealthcare. two weeks of May."
Trainers help in expediting rehabilitation from injuries and
Fine attributed the variations in the number of students
savesmoney to the universitybecause the therapyis through who have injuries and need rehabilitation to the amount of
training athletes do today that is different from past generathe trainer rather than a costly clinic.
"It improves athletes performance because having trained tions.
professionals on-site cuts down on injury time away from
"Unlike in the not-so-distant past, all the sports have a
conditioningphase, competitive season phase, and off-seathe field,"Escandon said.
The typical day in the training room is packed with ser- sonphase of training," Fine said. "As a result [ofthese phases]
vice to students. According to Escandon, the trainers try to we are seeingmore athletes throughout the year with spikes
make the training room have a fun atmosphere as well as as season overlap between sports."
Thecoaches recognizethe training room for its role in the
quality healthcare and physical therapy with a professional
athletic experience.According toPete Fewing,the men'shead
attitude.
"My day usually starts with doing administrative tasks, soccer coach, Fine and Escandon help in keeping athletes
healthyand encouragthen preparing for
practices and getting
ing camaraderie
amonghis teammemathletes ready for
practice or games,"
bers.
two
Fine explained. "Next
"Mike and Mark
are very much a part
is usually working
with the athletes who
of each of our teams;
they coach the guys
and
to
practice
can't
rehabilitatethem back
back to good health,"
to the point where they
Fewing said. "A lot of
can practice. Lastly,
players use it before
training so they are
we work withathletes
Callero, men's head physically
Coach
post-practice or game
ready to
a lot of
go.
and provide them with
There's
basketball coach
any treatments they
poundingthat goes on
in our sport,andit [the
might need. We also
training room] puts
evaluateany new injuries that may have happened during that day's activity and them in good spot.Before practice theyhelp out and after it
start them on the appropriate care. These tasks are not al- they end up takingcare of injuries. Next year we'll have a lot
ways in this order, but all the elements usually take place in ofgames in ashort amountof time,and that'swhen thetraining room is as much a part of the equation as the practice
any given day."
Compared withother universities,Seattle University's fa- field."
The training room, as well as being a place whereathletes
cility is small, but effective for the number of people who
come through daily. The University of Washington's train- have their injuries attended to and rehabilitated,is a gathering room, for example, has a staffof eight certified athletic ing place for athletes. Fewingcompared the training room to
trainers and 24 student interns. This Division Ischool has a locker room.
"Mike andMark havebuiltup a positive atmosphere anda
many more athletes and more varsity sports, so it requires
the extra staff.
warm atmosphere with a lot of comradery," Fewing said.
Accordingto Fine, thenumberofstudents the trainingroom "They add personality and character to the training room.
serves fluctuates with the different seasons and the amount They alwayshave something going.Like a goofy littlecandy
of training student athletes are doing at different phases of machine that Icontinually berate them for,but use ona regular basis."
each season.
This knowledge is critical to beingable to handle the vol"Our trainers aretwo ofthe best inthe business,they have
treatment
day.
each
the knowledge and experience to help students reach peak
ume ofathletes who need
fall,
teams
are
"In the
when all of the athletic
condition- athletic performance," Coach Joe Callero, the men's head
ing,practicing, and competing wemay see up to about one- basketball coach, said. "Mark and Mike look after the stufourth to one-third of the nearly 200 total student athletes dents as people, not justathletes."

"Our trainers are
of the best in
the business, they have the knowledge and experience to help students
"
reach peak athletic performances.
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Pro athletes need to stop whining,just play
William Hurd
Sports Colunist

Nordiques, now the Colorado Avalanche, have won two

StanleyCups since.
Athletes now do notrealize how pampered they are. They
Typical story: hotshot college athlete comes intoaprofes- should just shutup andplay. Ifyouare asgood as everybody
sional sports draft and basically barks out whathe wants and thinks you are thenyoushould beable to elevate a team.Did
wherehe wants to play. Welcome to the 2004 NFL Draft, O.J. Simpson complain about being drafted by the Buffalo
Who was this year's crybaby? Why, it was Eli Manning, a Bills (at the time oneof the worst teamsin the NFL)? Possigood ol* boy from Mississippi.
bly, but he still suited up in a Bills Uniform every Sunday
Manningcomplained that hedidn't wantto get draftedby and retiredas theall-time leadingrusher.How aboutMichael
the San DiegoChargers in this year'sNFL draft. Who is he Jordan?The Chicago Bulls wereoneofthe worstteams when
to say wherehe wants to go? This is the pampered worldof he wasdrafted.HeelevatedtheBulls to sixNBA championhigh profile draft picks. These guys can get what they want ships. What about Terry Bradshaw, the number one pick in
when they want. When did pro athletes begin this trend? I the 1971NFL draft, who went to the Pittsburgh Steelers and
am pretty sure this started in 1983 when John Elway was thenled them to four Super Bowls.
draftedby theBaltimore Colts and threatened to play for the
Here is a bit of trivia: who was the person drafted after
Yankees,rather than play for theColts. Why? Well,because Terry Bradshaw in 1971? Eli's dad, Archie Manning, who
the Colts were not a good team. So instead the Colts traded toldthemediathathe didn't want his sondraftedby the Charghim to theDenver Broncos. This just doesn't occur infoot- ers. Personally, Ithink Eli isover rated. He played in the
ballbut also in other major sports.
most over-rated conference in the NCAA, theSoutheastern
by
Francis,
drafted the Vancouver Grizzles in the Conference (SEC).
Steve
By choosing to complain, Manning put a big target onhis
1999NBA draft, startedcrying once hewas askedhow it felt
eventually
Grizzles.
traded
to
to be amember ofthe
He was
chest. Maybe not the same sized target his brother Peyton
finally
playoffs
Rockets,
has, nope, this one is bigger.Manning plays in a
made
the
after
Manning
the Houston
who
five years in the league.KobeBryant, some kidwho thought division with Lavar Arrington, a player known for cheap
he was ready for the NBA,refused to sign with the Charlotte shots.Inhis sophomore yearofcollege,Arrington attacked a
Hornets. The onlyreasonhe developedinto a superbplayer punter, which eventually cost Perm State a shot at the nawasbecauseofthat ManChildnamed ShaquilleO'Neal hang- tionalchampionship. Had Manningchosenot torunhis mouth
ing around therim.
and basically proclaim that he is the next big thing in the
Eric Lindros, drafted numberone in the 1991NHLdraft, NFL, Arrington would not have this target placed onhim.
refused tosign with the Quebec Nordiques and wastraded to
IfManning is as great as he thinks, thenhemight succeed.
But, if helooks athistory andhis surrounding teamhe will
havelittle hope.

Thursday. May 20th
Jazzercise7:15-8:15 a.m. @ ConnollyClassroom
Conditioning 4:30-5:30p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Yoga 4:30-5:45 p.m. @ Multi-use Room

Golf5-6 p.m. @ Jefferson Golf Course
KyokushinKarate 7:15-9 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
KungFu6-7.30 p.m. @ Connolly QuietRoom

Friday.May 21st
Kyokushin Karate 6-8 p.m. @Connolly Classroom

Saturday.May 22nd
KyokushinKarate 3-5 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

Monday. May 23rd
Conditioning 5-6 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Yoga 5-6 p.m. @Connolly Quiet Room
Spinning 6-7p.m. @Connolly Center

HipHop 7-8 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

Tuesday. May 24th
Jazzercise 7:15-8:15 a.m. @Connolly Classroom
Conditioning 4:30-5:30 p.m. @ ConnollyClassroom
KyokushinKarate7:30-9 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Kung Fu 6-7:30 p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room
Boxing 6-7 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

Wednesday. May 25th
Incredißall 12:05-12:35 p.m. @ Multi-use Room
Yoga 4:30-5:30p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room

Hip Hop 5:30-6:30 p.m. @Connolly Classroom
Learn to swim 7-7:45 p.m. @ West Pool
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SU student cultivates the power of action
Ashley Graham

Staff Writer
Ever wondered what you couldbe doing to make a
difference? Ever thought about it for hours, but never
quite gotten past the planning stages? For SU senior
Christen Knowles,to make a difference is not a thought,
but an action.
A member of Seattle University Amnesty International for three years and president of the chapter for the
last year, Knowles dedicates much ofher spare time to the
causes she believes in.
"I saw Amnesty as something that enabledme to
broaden my adolescent landscape that Ihad been used to.
Ifelt it was reallyimportant," she said.
At the beginning ofKnowles's sophomore year,
Amnesty International was infull swing and since then
she has taken part in countless events involving issues of
death penalty, domestic violence and human rights. Most
recently, Amnesty International organized the protests
outside of TomRidge's appearance'on campus in April 6.
Majoring in English and Psychology, it would seem
as if Knowles is unable to balance much else.But that's
not the case. In addition to her work with Amnesty,

Knowles has also been working for two years at Alder
Academy, a nearby school that educates a variety of
students, including students not allowed back to their
schools,in need of a special academic setting, or on
electronic monitoring.

Knowles hadbeen working as a tutor for a year at
Alder Academy before assuming administrative duties that
involved dealing with probation officers, truancies and
parents. "The problem with these places is short staff, and
it'sridiculous. It wasreally difficult because Ihad no
training for it," she said of the job. "So, Ihad to learn by
gettingyelled at by people who were frustrated. Not
people at the school that Iwork withbecause they are all
amazing, but parents or someone who was frustrated
because Ididn't have this or that."
After a busy quarter, Alder Academy was able to
rehire for the position. Today,Knowles is back tutoring
and confesses that her experiences at Alder have been
rewarding and have taught her a lot.
"Iwent in thinking 'I'm going to be amazing' but
you get very disillusioned to find out that 'I'm going to
get cussed at more than I'm going to get praised,'"
Knowles said. "But my presenceis what's important. It's
hard, it's service that is subtly satisfying and not immediately satisfying at all."
Knowles does her best to separateher work at Alder
Academy from her life at SU,but it is often difficult.
"The hardest thing is coming to school and
transitioning into a class where students have been
discussing a topic, say, adolescence. Isit there and I want
to cry. It's really hard to transition from hearing parents
that are not all there on the phone talking about their kids,
to where there area lot of greatpeople and organizations,
but also a lot of ignorance and apathy about it," she said.
With all that she has done in her college years,
Knowles is nowlooking toward the future. She will be
graduating in spring quarter and is hoping to take a year
offfrom school to reflect on what she wants to do.
"Ineed to make sure that I'm going to be strong
enough to devote my life to working with those types of
individuals,"she said.
Knowles' hard work is impressive. She enjoys
volunteeringher time without any need for
acknowledgement.As Katherine Rodela, a fellow student
in the SU Honors Program, said:

"Chris is the most underestimated person Iknow.
With her big black boots, sassy demeanor, andlove for
good alternative music, some seea typical 'fight the man'

Photo by William Hurd

Christen Knowles, SU president of Amnesty International, is working with youth
at the Alder Academy Youth Services
Center on 12th Aye.

hipster and fail to see the real passion and commitment to
social justice that she embodies in nearly everything she
does. She challenges people to a different standard and to
remain critical thinkers about themselves and their
relation to the worldaround them."
Rodela added, "Chris' work at the detention center
demonstrates her adaptability, strength, humility and deep
compassion for her students there. Idon't know anyone

who can handle the work she does andmanagea full load
ofclasses along withother activities. Chris does the job
most of us could not stomach."
Knowles' mother once told her, "If you can devote
your life to helping one person, andthat person can turn
around, then that's worth it." Andshe seems to live by
this.
"Working with these students reminded me ofhow
lucky Iam and it gave me a face to want to fight for. It's
really humbled me and humbled what I
see as important,
as a priority. I've been empowered,"Knowles said.

Jaron's Art

He draws his cellas a circus,
the faucet a curved trunk
a
of grandpachyderm, the knobs
filed tusks ofivory bulging out
offlat, iron cheeks.
He illustrates his toilet tank
as a pool
diving
horse girl.
for the
Or maybe a barrel
the white-faced clown
can turn and roll
revolving,
its
wooden side.
on
He draws the cellblock guard as a puffy
ringmaster, powerful andfrowning,
his rough, leather whip
uncoiling.
He drafts the vanity, bolted
on one jagged wall as the entrance
to a funhouse. Faces disappear there
in reflections,
bodies turn distorted
mirror overmirror.
Finally, he sketches himself
the
as
freak show 's focal performer,
the Wolfman or spinning zebra.
Most often, he pencils in his portrait
as the face of aforlorn lion
closing its mouth on
its trainer's head
when the crowd's applause
becomes just too embarrassing.
Poem by ChristenKnowles
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Explore the hidden corners ofSeattle University
Jacob Edel

think itis a valuable andmemorable
experience.
Their professor agrees,
Staff Writer
"Even in this age of getting fabulous
images on the webfrom the Hubble Space
The cramped Seattle University
Telescope,gigantic ground-based observacampus sometimes feels like a confined
tories and planetary space probes, it is still
community of monotonous college
exciting
for students to seeplanets and
students. The fellow scholars found in the
moons with their own eyes,"Dr. Boness
Lemieux Library, Cherry Street Market,
Student Center and the Quad are invariably said.
Theexcitement the observatory
the same students present inclass.
generatesgives students another percepNo single hidden feature here at
tion oftheir university because it raises the
Seattle University sounds extravagant,but
experience
ofeducation beyond the
they at least give opportunities for students
ground-level
institution. Reading about
to do something different. These unique
stars andplanets and then using the
features emerge from the regularity of
observatory is like readinghow to fly and
school when they are used.
then doing it. The experience isn't the
One surprising feature is theobsersame without the kinetics.
vatorylocated high up on the southwest
The observatory is an amazing
corner of the Barman building. On the roof
accessory
to achieving a complete educais alarge metallic dome that houses a
Similarly,
tion.
the Kinsey Art Gallery is
couple telescopes. According to Dr. David
an affable stimulant for the imagination. It
Boness, chair of the Physics Department,
is tucked away on the first floor of the
the observatory's main telescope is a 14Casey
building inside the Dean's Office of
inch Celestron mirror that is used to view
ofArts and Sciences.
College
the
the various elements of the night sky.
we show in the gallery
"The
artwork
"In order to have the telescope up
a
and
range
scope, there is
is
of
wide
highenough to see the sky without
something for everyone,"Francisco
buildings being in the way it is mounted on Guerrero,
associate professor of fine arts,
theroofof Barman," Dr. Boness said.
said.
Theelevated location limits student
The gallery isn'tmuch bigger than a
access to the observatory, but professors ,
closet so many students are not
celebrity's
love giving students the chance to peek
aware
it
exists.
The exhibits, though, are
through the lens. Sabrina Mak, a sophoviewing.
Kinsey is an excellent spot
worth
more studying chemistry, saidshe had
to escape the confining campus, evenifit
never heard of the observatory before
takingPhysics 107 withDr. Monika Kress. is only for 15 minutes. The art changes
regularly and its high quality can provoke
Earlier this quarterDr. Kress invited
the imagination.
Mak's Physics 107 class to join anas"Besides offering students a chance
tronomy class at the observatory.Mak said
to see art, this is an opportunity for SU
it was a perfect night because of the clear
students to see an exhibition over andover
evening sky and warm spring temperaagain,
to sit with a show and experienceit
tures.
"Iloved it a lot!"Mak said.

Another Seattle University student
recently
glanced at the stars through
who
telescope
the
is Lindsey Callihan,a
sophomore studying fine arts drama.
Callihan said she had taken astronomy for
her lab credit last winter quarter. She
thinks the observatory is a great supplement to the class.
"Using the observatory is optional,"
Callihan said. "I think astronomy is
interesting and since Ihadnever used
high-powered telescopes before Iwent up
there."
Callihan and Mak bothsaid they
witnessed a few moons of Saturnand
Jupiter as well as the rings around Saturn.
They both recommend other students to
peek through the telescope because they

through againand again,at no cost and

conveniently," Guerrero mentioned.
The garden outside of Campion Hall
is another concealed feature ofSeattle
University that asserts similar deviation
from normalcy. This garden is capable of
easing the headaches derived from
crowded and stuffy computer labs, long
lines for espresso and the numbing seats of
a longreading session in the library.
The garden's rocky waterfall trickles
into a pond filled with errant Koi fish and
its fluid sounds drown the noises of busy
traffic on Cherry Street. The garden
surrounding the pond is a bouquetof
vegetation, which include pink and
magenta rhododendrons that stand 15 feet
tall andblanket Campion's walls.
Theisolation of the garden,however,

Megan Murray, a freshman theatre major, studies a work of art
in the Kinsey Gallery.

Photosby William Hurd

The noise from Cherry Street does not invade the Campion
waterfall, which provides a relaxing area for students.
hides it from many students. Elisa Huerta- capacity to enhance the education of
Enochian, a sophomore fine arts major,
biology students by providing a holistic
frequently walks through the garden onher perspective of the subject matter.
Dr. Hudson said the greenhouse
way to The Cave,but she rarely sees
anybody there.Its distant location and
had been placed on the roof to prevent
mask of vegetation make the garden a
the vandalism it endured while at ground
quiet area and its two picnic tablesideal
level. This abnormallocation poses some
logistic problems. Dr. Hudson said itis
for dining, studying or resting.
Elizabeth Schmid, a sophomore
difficult to haul supplies back and forth
studying art history, said she ate lunch
and the weather limits most of its use to
there with her roommateearlier this
the spring quarter.
quarter. No one else was there and that
On the other hand, the environmenmakes this garden a convenient alternative tal room is used year round because it is
to the everydaysights of the cafeteria and
indoors with humidity and lighting
the lawn outside it.
control. It can also be used for multiple
Finally, the Biology Department
purposes.
operates a greenhouse and an environmen"Civil engineering, a plant physioltal room to provide students with a
ogy class and some seniors are all using
completeperspective of their study. Here,
the environment roomright now for
students engage and immerse themselves
different experiments," Dr. Hudson
explained.
with the material theyread about in their
textbooks.
Chris Spain, a senior studying
The greenhouse,also located on the
biology, is using the environmental room
roof of Barman, is about the size of a tiny
for his senior synthesis project.
gardening shed.It is,nonetheless, stocked
"The environmentalroom has been
with amodest number of plants.Margaret
essential for growing the algae I've been
Hudson, associate professor of biology,
using in my project," Spainsaid. "It's
said some students are currently performideal because the temperature is kept
ing aphotosynthesis experiment with corn. constant and the lights can be placed
Inside the greenhouse, littlesprouts stick
however you like."
up from green plastic planters and clutter
The environmental room formuthe shelves from end to end.
lates an interaction between the material
"It's abasic little greenhousebut it
of the textbook and themind of the
works well,"Dr. Hudson said.
student. Together,they nourish a comThrough the eyes of a spectator this
plete perspective of the biology program.
greenhouse is nothing elaborate. The
All these unfamiliar features of
shade-cloth that drapes the exteriorto
Seattle University differ from the normal
absorbexcess light adds to the backyard
go to class, sit down and listen routine of
appearance.
many college students.
However, the greenhouse does
Education beyond the institution
supply many students with an elementary can be more rewarding and Seattle
introduction to its function. Regardless
University students can enjoy it by
of its homely appearance, it has the
visiting these unique features.
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Fragments 2004
displays student
creativity

Poetry SLAM!!!

-J

Meyling Sin-Miranda
Features Editor
TheFragments 2004 Student Art Show is a mosaic of
artistic andcreative expression. Theart show, whichmarks the
46th year of publishing ofFragments, SU's literary and visual
arts magazine, openedMay10 with a readingbyauthors at
Kiasey Gallery.
Manyof the photographs suchas "Focus Group" by
Charles Wesley and "In the eye of the storm" by Ashley West
center on currentpolitical affairs pertaining to the war inIraq.
Wesley, asenior Englishliterature major, explained thathis
photograph was takenduring a protest against the war inIraq in
NewYork onFeb. 1 5, 2003.
"1want to capture inmy photographs the visceral reality of
the worldas it happens. Thatintersection inNew York City was
ugly,and war is ugly,but itis ourresponsibility ascitizens to face
theugly facts ofthe worldand attempt to understand them,"
Wesley added
"Eideticreduction" byJerome Veith depictsbubble-like
forms conveying the illusion of cells, whileNick Lofing's
untitledblack andwhitephotograph portrays subtle white petals
similar to springclouds.
"Eidos is anancient Greek tenn denoting'shape' or 'form'
and evokingtheelegance andbeauty wenormally might
associate with things like spider webs,"philosophy andpsychology seniorVeith said."This type of photographemphasizes the
richsimplicity found in ourdaily surroundings, whichisoften in
aframe ofperceptiontoo small torecognize."
"Pearand Body"by fine arts sophomore ElisaHuertaEnochian is aninterestingstudy of the female bodycompared to
a pear.Thephotograph is partof aseriesin whichHuertaEnochian captures thepunctuated texture ofa pear andher own
silhouette.
"My main themefor this particular artwork was to

Photos by Erica Terence

SLAM poets got down with words on
Tuesday, May 12 in Pigott Auditorium, in
an event sponsored by the recently
formed SU Literary Society. The rules of
SLAM poetry were new to many people in
the crowd: no props, no costumes, seven
poets and three minutes each to wow the
crowd with their lyrical performances.
The poet below and the poet at left went
head to head in a final round of performances. Judges in the audience gave the
highest ratings to the poet below.
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feel morecomfortable withmybodythrough selfportraits and
the relationship thatfruits havewithfertility and womanhood,"
she said.
Similarly, many ofthe sketches andpaintingsencourage us
toexamine the fragility of thehuman body.In thewatercolor
titled "Depression,"artistMaribel Gomezinvitesthe audience to
discover the sadness ofa woman's gaze. "Loving Ryan Thramer"
by fine arts senior Mark Rennoldson conveys the movement of
captivating love anddesire.
"Themain themeof thepiece wasthe feelings and
emotionsof losing your first love.I
believe thatthis feeling is
universal and wecan allrelate,"Rennoldson said.
Thecolorful woodprintby Natalie Coblentz,"The world
beyond,"places the viewer in a fantasy, nexttoa fairy holding the
worldandthe doors toanother worldbehindher opening up.One
is set to a journey ofreflection andmindfulness.
For senior history major Eric Holt, the exhibit representsa
playfulimagery based onappearances.
"Ithink that many of thepieces show our expectationsof
appearing in a particular way,thatthe body must bebased ona
scene. Itinterplays with nature, othersandthe worldaroundus,"
Holt said.
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Revealing truths through Rovics
SarahFischer
Staff Writer

The lyrics ofRovic's folksy-type music are
simple, but empowering. Most of the songs were
messages about the history and continuation of injustices mixed with his past experiences.
He sang about Hiroshima, the School of the
Americas, refugees, nuclear bombs, religion, peace,
victory, despair, theCoca-Cola Corporation, Rachel
Corrie, and the St.Patrick battalion to name a few. The
songs grow on the listeners and the message is clearly
understood. Rovic's dry humor and wit were dispersed
between the songs, making the experience a fun, but
intellectual one.
"It's more of a matter of what we do with our
time," Rovics saidbetween musical pieces in light of
the need to not only think about injustices, but also act
on them. He asked thecrowd to look critically at the
news that is produced claiming that almost all mediais
purely satire.
Rovics challenged the crowd to be more than an
observer, even inviting the audience to join him in the
month of August for a march from theDemocratic
National Convention in Boston to the Republican
National Convention in New York City, a 276-mile
march, "to movebeyond the duality of electoral politics
and to celebrate grassroots activismand community

David Rovics demonstrated what more music
should be about at his free concert at the Piggott
Auditorium on Friday night.
He's a man with a voice and a guitar, uninhibited
and compelled to sing about the injustices ofour world
in hopes to reach those that care and those that should
care.
Rovics was invited to campusby the Coalition for
Global Concern. The audience of approximately 40
students received an intimate look at themusician and
the injustices he sang about. The small crowd participatedthroughout the concert, clapping and singing
along with many of the choruses ofRovics' songs.
Katrina Hale, a sophomore Political Science
major, went to the concert with a friend. She understood the importance ofhis critical eye on whatis
happening in the world around us. The lyrics and
messages hit-home for Hale.
"I really liked his song about how the world
would be if a revolution took place, arevolution of the
heart, a revolution that all people of the world would be
a part of so that no longer one, small group wouldbe at
awareness."
the top, and so many others at the bottom, which is the
One of the most well-received songsby the crowd
way things currently are," stated Hale. "I also enjoyed
was "Opposition Defiant Disorder." This humorous,
his song about the SOA protest, as Iattended itlast
but song was about a boy that was 'sick' because he did
November. He really captured the overall feeling and
not support corporations or drive an SUV.
atmosphere of the protest."
Hale said she would definitely go to another one
of Rovic's concerts as he isable to put much of what
she feels into song.
"Thebest part of the show was hearing someone
who had no inhibitions about sharing what he truly
believed in and someone who is willing to make others
aware of important issues, so that they may be inspired
to learn more about them and make a change," stated
Hale.
His song, OperationIraqiLiberation, was also
enjoyedby many. Many chimedinto the chorus:
'Cause its Operation Iraqi Liberation, Tell me, what
- does that spell, Operation Iraqi Liberation, O I L.
According to Rovic's website, his song, "Who
would Jesus Bomb?" was Rovic's "musical response
to an encounter with some rightwing evangelical
types at a supermarket in Houston."
Rovic's last song was "Behind the Barricades,"
written in memory of the death of Carlo Giuliani,
who was at the G8 protests in Genoa, Italy coupled
with the inspiration of a photograph from 1968 in

Political songwriter, David Rovics

Paris.
He sang without his guitar for this last piece,
undeniably leaving the crowd with goose bumps and
some real issues to think about. Hale left with the
Auditorium with the same thoughts hopefully
everyone had.
"I only wish that there would have been more
people there because Iknow people would have
really enjoyed him and learned a lot, and possibly
have been inspired by what he had to say."
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"Poetry is
thoughts that
breathe, and
"
words that burn.
Thomas Gray
Break-Up
Kevin Curley
Staff Writer
Anger,frustration— argument is lurking,
You snap at me,
I
snap at you,
Our relationship isn't working.
try to reach out to you,
I
I
ask you what's wrong,
Youlook away in disgust,
And tell me I
don't belong.

I
tried to kiss you goodbye,
You pushed me away,
Standing silent— tears began to flow.
began to cry.
And then I

Standstill
Trisha Leonard
Copy Editor
As your hair breezes past your eyes
Like a veil disguising
The mystery that is you

Strands of willow leaves blowing in the wind
Touching your lips

Barely

In this moment
There is only you
At a standstill
Gazing at me

When You Come
William Hurd
Staff Photographer
When you walk into my life
Those days of being silent and blue will be gone
Just a distant memory in my mind
I
know gazing into youreyes
That it's meant to be, just you and me
To walk through this long and strange life
That you are the one
I
will laugh all my laughs with
Cry all my cries with
But that day has yet to come
So I
wait for you,innocent and pure

Musicology marks return of legendary Prince
On the 20th anniversary of his
signature Purple Rain album,
Prince is back with Musicology.
Released onPrince's NPGRecords
As is hernature,R&B songstress via Columbia Records, this is
AliciaKeys saidit better than any- Prince's first solo album since 2001
one else couldhave.At last month's andhis first major-label release in
Rock & Roll Hall of Fame induc- almost a decade.
Like manylegends,Prince's new
tion ceremony,in front of anaudience littered with the genre's im- material will always be compared
mortals, Keys introduced the to his classics, whichis totally natunight's headliner: "Inhistory, there ral yet admittedly unfair to the artbut there is ist. Once someone has cemented
havebeen manykings;
"
onlyonePrince.
icon status, how much higher can
Could anyone have argued with they go? Everythingthereafter will
her? Starting in 1978 with his de- beseenas letdownor a disappointbut album, For You, Prince has ment.Prince hithis peak in themidmade a career out of being origi- 1980s with the aforementioned
nal. Sometimes he leaves you en- "PurpleRain," "1999"and "Sign O'
vious of hisbrilliance. Sometimes the Times." Putting out something
he grosses you out. Sometimes he better than those today would be
just makes youshake your headand next to impossible. But while one
say, "Well, that's Prince."
tries tojudgeMusicology onitsown

AustinBurton
Opinion Editor

merits, the album will inevitably be Missy went
" on /you know she eats

held to unattainable standards.
too much.
The lead single,"Musicology," is
On "Dear Mr.Man," he gets po—
typical Prince if there is such a litical: "Am 't nosense in voting /
thing. Over a funky, jazzy-type same song with a different name
tune, Prince delivers aperfectly safe might not be the back of the bus /
club song, one that more than any- but it sho 'feels just the same /Am 't
thing just reminds you of who nothingfair about welfare /ain'tno
you're dealing with.
assistance in AIDS / am 't nothing
Throughout the rest ofthe album, affirmative aboutyour
actions / 'til
"
Prince shows his lyrical and musi- thepeople getpaid.
cal diversity.
And of course, Prince gets roOn "The Marrying Kind" he mantic on a few tracks. Forget the
shows his slick side in one verse: Rock & RollHallof Fame, anyone
"She's gonna missyou atfirst/ but who penned "Adore," "Darling
then she s gonna buy me things / Nikki"and "Shh" deserveshis own
that's when I'm gonna lay her / wing in the Trojan Hall of Fame.
across mypiano stool and sing to On this albumPrince again sets the
her"and his humorous side on the mood with "Call My Name." And
next: "She's gonnafind out / whatI in "On the Couch," he whines like
like inmyeggs /mybathwater I
and a talented version of Keith Sweat.
how abrutha likes to be touched/1
Musicology is another outstandamgonnaput her on/thesamediet ing blend of jazz, rock, blues and

funk, brought to youby one of the
all-time greats. On the down side,
someof the songssoundlike something you could have heard from
Prince or evenMorris Day & The
Timeback in 1990.A dated sound
like that doesn't seem consistent
withsomeone whoonce namedhis
crew The Revolution. For almost
every one of the album's gems,
there is a forgettable, almost-generic sounding track.
Ifgreat music comes from pain,
thenPrince appearsto be in a comfortable state of mind. Of course,
why wouldn't he be? And realistically, we can't expect a classic every time out.
Musicology may not be Purple
Rain, but it's still a good album to
have in your collection. After all,
it's freakin' Prince,truly an American original.

Associated Students of Seattle University
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Allquestions, comments andconcerns canbemade at Ext. 6382 or honours@seattleu.edu!

Quad stock

2O O 4

Come check out your favorite band!

May 22
doors open at 4 p.m.
Irtiash

4:30-4:50 p.m.

Brighthopped
Schmerber

5:00-5:20 p.m.

The Divorce

5:35-6:20 p.m.

Roundabout

6:45-7:30 p.m.

Mac

7:45-8:45 p.m.

RahzelFeat.
DJ JS-Olie

9:00-10:00 p.m.

ctedktMscut!
Listen to KSUB in the
Bistro during your
lunch hour!
Weekdays from 12-1 p.m.

Monday: Jamie
Tuesday: Grendel
Wednesday: News Hour
Thursday: LPD Jay
Friday: Nate and Molly
Check out KSUB online at
www.seattleu.edu/ksub.

Coffeehouse
Qpme cheek

out

£^\sian and /pacific /slander
Student £fnion perform.1
May 20
at 7 p.m.
in the Bistro

No entry after 9 p.m. so show up early!

NO RE-ENTRY!

Get your tickets today!
Presale at the CAC $8
Student at the door $10

General admission $15

Movie Night
May 21
is proud to present

DRAGON:
THE BRUCE LEE STORY
at 7 p.m.
in the Bistro

and

Come early and enjoy the food court,
novelty acts.

Wayne's World
at 9 p.m.

For more information contact SEAC at 296-6047

JASSIL wouCdCike to congratuCate

aCC those who receivedawards at
the Student "Recognition
Ceremony.

in the Bistro

To check election
results go to

www.seattleu.edu/
assu
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Room/Board/Salary. Call
theHVC office at 425-8448896 or e-mail us at:
hiddenvalleycamp®
earthlink.net for more
information.

Work Study Volunteer
Intake Coordinator - provide information about the
Fremont Fair and its many
fun events;register individuals and groups for their The University of Washington State GEAR UP
volunteer shift;manage
is hiring mentors to
Project
database. Req: being
work with middle/high
eligible for Work Study;
school students for the 2004
combination of 2 yrs college & human service work Summer Institute. Specified
weeks betweenJune 14 and
exp; strong communication
skills;prior volunteerexp & Aug. 13. Previous experience working with kids a
ability to work some evemust. Stipend equivalent to
nings & weekends. PT,
$10.85/hr. For more info or $10.28/hr. Submit cover
letter andresume. For info,
application, apply at
email Bruce Wynn at
www.fremontpublic.org or
wynnb@u.wash ington.edu.
contact Lynda at 206-6946825. Must complete FPA No phone calls accepted.
application. AA/EEO.
Office Clerk - The Diabetes
SUMMER CAMP JOBS
for men and women 6/19/04 ClinicalResearch Unit
(DCRU) at the Benaroya
- 8/27/04. Spend your
Research Instituteis seeking
summer in a beautiful
an individual to assist
setting while in worthwhile
Clinical Research Coordinaemployment. Hidden Valley
with study set up.
CampjaGjaniie.Fail3,.J\£A,w tors
DlTties iricTude material
needs: counselors,lifepreparation, mailings,
guards,driver/maintenance
labeling, delivery and pickstaff, RN, program staff;
up ofrecruitment materials,
kitchen staff and more.
answering phones, data

.
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400. Services
500 ' F r Rent

j

6ClS

entry anddatabase maintenance. Must possess strong
attention to detail, solid
computer skills (MS Office,

e-mail), basic office skills
and a willingness to learn.
Medical knowledge or
science background preferred. This is a part time
position (less than 19 hours/
week). Submit resumes to:
jobs@benaroyaresearch.org

I

600. Misc.

The Spectator
For Advertising Information:

Phone:
(206)
296-6474

500. For Rent

-

Fax:
(206)
296-

ROOMFOR RENT
Room for rent in Capitol
Hill home. $400 per month
including utilities. Rent
redution possible in exchange for some child care.
Call (425) 889-7316.

edu

adetente.

-

3 BLOCKS FROM SU
quiet, spacious, immaculate
studio in tastefully restored,
classic brick building. Top
floor unit with park view,
huge walk-in closet, dressing room adjacent to bath,
leaded windows, cove
ceilings. $665. Sorry, no
pets or smoking, 1422 E.
Union Street. (206) 3234329.

EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT IS S.U. NIGHT!

E-mail:
admfo@seatifeu.

I

-

You know how importantyour cell
phoneis it's practicallyyour lifeline
Many of our 37.5 million customersfeel
the same way, so weknow you're the

-A
"" 7!j|j
HL

ideal person to talk with themabout
VerizonWireless productsand services.

\
**^^B \\Adlv'

limrunon

Customer Service
Representatives

1»T

4UL
' H^

A collegedegree is preferred.
Bilingualcandidates (Spanish/English)
are highlydesirable.
The value begins with you.

"■1^^.

JH
jM
|l^^Hi^l^HHH^

Makeyour first call to action at:
800/575-HIRE (4473)and reference
jobcode AEDB.

Own Your Career.
verizonwireless.com/careers
We areanequal opportunityemployer,m/f/d/v.

JbISh^ESS
Hbmw

ra^, vAPtB

IwlBE£*'

L.1|W
l^M^^SflP* w[\

1 BBfeyOH

4

BBi^syours.|
MexicoCity
London
Paris

5 nights, dorm
From:

PUERTO VflLLflRTfl

4 nights, triple occup.

SFZSzzxss:
4341 UniversiCy Way NE

(206) 633.5000
424 Broadway Ave. Ease

I

1401 E. MADISON SEATTLE, WA 98122 |

(2O6) 329.4567

$410
$470
$497

KllLu_^

$580

M

.statravel.com

"

I
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STUDEMT TRAVEL &BEYOND
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Editorial
What is reality coming to?
Flip through thechannels any evening these days and you'll find
nearly every network has its own form of "Reality TV."
At first shows like "The Real World," on MTV and "Survivor,"
on CBS let us into private worlds and gave people a glimpse at
humannature inthe raw.Today, so many reality shows are attempting to capture the viewing audience that itborders oncarnival freak
shows onprime time.This doesn't evenaccountfor theeffects these
shows have on the participants.
Take'The Bachelor,"where women competefor a man.Not only
is the show demeaning to women, the premise isbased in the 19th
century when the goal of upstanding young women was to find a
rich man to marry. Then to compete against 'The Bachelor,"FOX
rolls out "Joe Millionaire" where the protagonist lies to women
abouthis wealth.Millions ofpeople watched with morbid curiosity,
wondering whichof the poor ladies Evan would pick and what she
would do when he told her he wasn't rich.
The question is why? Why do people put themselves through
these shows? Why do people watch them so religiously? One
possible answer forparticipants isthat they aremonetarily compensated.
For the people watching there is no easy answer, perhaps they
need to bereassured they are better thanothers. But surely there are
better ways than reducinghumans to tribescompetingfor resources
as though we,as a society, are in the stone age.Try turning off the
televisionand doing volunteer work.
Additionally, when it comes down to 'reality,' the shows aren't
even real.Producers andvideoeditors go through hundreds ofhours
of video footage to find events that are interesting enough tomake
a half-hour or hour long episode a week. Even then they feel it
necessary to createeventsin theform of games to eliminate people
from the shows, creating a false senseof suspense.
That'snot to say all realityprogramming isbad.Thereare several
shows that foster teamwork and provide educational programming.
There's 'Trading Spaces," where two teams trade houses and
redecorate aroomin eachother' s house. Of course theprecursor to
this phenomena was "ThisOldHouse," arather boring fix-it show
on PBS. Even then the 'reality' can be contrived,it seems even if
everything is going right with the project there is some element of
suspense insertedinto the programming— will theJones' like their
new room? Stay tuned.
Asfar as reality television is concerned,perhaps it's time to take
a step backandtake a goodhard look at what you're watching.Ask
yourself the question why is this enjoyable to me? Then make a
decision to rise above the base programming and vote by not
watching the latest humiliation of the human condition.
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Voting only along party
lines is a lazy choice
that they don'thave someliberal tendencies. Onething
that greatly affects this are presidential primary ballots. In some states you're only allowed to vote ona
party's candidate if you are a sworn member of the
party.

Look at the2000 presidential election.I
heard many
sworn democrats say that had JohnMcCain been the
republicannominee,they wouldhave votedforhim for
president. Had all people been able to vote in the
primary, McCain would be our president and there
probably would have been no controversy with the
ballots inFlorida. Who would you rather have had as
president? John McCain, Al Gore or George W. Bush
William Hurd
Jr.? No offense to Bushor Gore, but McCain looked
Staff Photographer
like he would have been a better leader.
Only one time in recent electoral history can I
Let's say you're ademocrat. Youdo not agree with
when a large group of people discarded
remember
any of the views of a certain democratic candidate for
party loyalty as far as choosing their president.
office, but you still vote for him in the November
In the 1980s, Ronald Reagan won the presidency
election.Even though youmight agree with the repub- simply
because many democrats chose to vote for the
licancandidatemore, you still vote for the democratic
candidate.Look at who was running. Acturepublican
candidate.Doesn't this defeat the purpose of voting?
ally whoran for the demoWhen people vote only
cratic nominationin '80 and
based on party lines, it'sa
'84. Actually who didrunas
big mockery to this dethe
democratic nominee. I
mocracy. Why do people
vote
am not saying that Ronald
do this? Personally, I
Reagan wasone of the greatcouldn't choose a party

When people
only
based on party lines, it's a
bigmockery to this
democracy.

est presidents ever,orevena

which Iside more with.I
think
greatpresident.Infact,I
am conservative on some
that most of the things that
issues and liberal on othReagan accomplished were
ers, and have no opinion
a crock of crap. Iwouldn't
on others. Ichoose not to
have
voted for him and I
identifymyself with a singleparty. Why?Because then
probably wouldn'thavevotedfor thedemocraticchoice
Iwould basically assume the ideals of that party.
if itmeant voting for a third party candiWhat gets me is when people say they arearepubli- either.Even
date,Iwouldhave done that instead.
can or a democrat,they end upbasically agreeing to all
All Ihope for is that in this election, peoplelook
of the
' views of that party. Iam not saying that there beyond the party lines andinto theirmind to vote for
aren tpeople whoarehardcore republicanor democrat.
right candidate.Whois theright candidate?Really,
Afer all, look at RushLimbaugh; heholds all the views the
not
yet. Who am I
goingto vote for?I
don't
of the republican party.BeyondpeoplelikeLimbaugh, Ido know
know
yet, but Iknow that Iwill actually make the
though,holding all the views ofconservatism to one's
attempt to vote for the right candidate.
heart is extreme, as it wouldbe for someone who is allout liberal.
William Hurdisa sophomore social workmajor.
But a personwithconservative views cannot tell me Sendfeedback to hurdwi @Seattle,edu

Let's get back to classroom basics

can you study without a textbook? students in classes without desks
How can you dolab experimentsin and books? Those students won't
a portable? Youcan't.It's frustrat- have thematerialsthey needinhigh
ing.Spaceis ahuge issue,but money school to succeed further in life.
the opinions of the authors and not necessarily of the
is aneven biggerconcern.
Those students won'tbe able to go
Spectator, Seattle Universityor its student body.
We all know there are districts to schools with buzzers because
where the better-off people send they're beingleft in the dirt.
their kids to get thebest education,
Our class system stillexists.Perbut Idon't think the kindofeduca- haps not as extreme as the bourtion a persongets should be depen- geoisieand proletariat,but thereare
s b a t t l, e ■♥— university
dentontheir socialsituation.I
know definiteclass differences,and there
keeping watchsince 1933
is,
it and it seems like a farfetched always will be. Yes, class does alErica Terence, Editor-in-Chief
Kate Opatz, Staff Writer
TRISHA
LEONARD
idea to think it couldbe otherwise, low fora certain type of education,
Kate White, Staff Writer
KyleFord,ManagingEditor
Editor
Copy
butmaybeit isn'tsoabsurd to think but if you look closely, this isn't
AmyDaybert,NewsEditor
Kevin Curley,Staff Writer
that all students shouldhavebooks exactly the land of equal opportuAngelina Sanelli,Sports Editor
Madeleine Hottman,Staff Writer
A couple weeksago therewasan before others can acquire so much nity.
Austin Burton, OpinionEditor
WilliamHurd, StaffPhotographer
article in the New York Timesabout technology.
Ifa school doeshave the funding
Meyling Siu-Miranda,Features
Jessica Arena, StaffPhotographer
how schoolsare startingto
to give their students buzzers,
Editor
MeganMyers, StaffCartoonist
get buzzersinclassrooms.
that's nice,butnotexactly necMarissa Cruz, A &EEditor
Bonnie Lau,Business Manager
supposed
Thebuzzers
are
essary.
The more technology
Duong Truong,Online Editor
Melissa Erickson, AdManager
calling
people
to
make
on
"uppity"
so
the
schools are able
it
isn't
absurd
to
Maybe
Trisha Leonard,CopyEditor
Viet Tran, DistributionManager
easier,as wellas easierfor
to afford, the further behind
LauraPhillips,Copy Editor
TomasGuillen,Advisor
think that all students
the students to answer
schools like my high school
A.J. Chavez,PhotoEditor
questions. In some ways,
get. With the large schools setshouldhave
books
yes,
is
itdoes
seem
cool.
Spectator
newspaper
ting the trend, the standard of
The
the official student
ofSeattle UniverBut
at the same time it's riothers can acquire a
sity.It is published every Thursday, exceptduring holidays and
education is getting seriously
examinationperiods, for a totalof 31 issues during the 2003-2004
diculous.
hijacked.
multimedia education.
Inmy smalltowninCaliacademic year.
Advancing schools need to
fornia,not allstudentshad
make sure no oneisleft on the
Contact The Spectator
books. We were (and the school
I
know I'm comparing a high runway when they'vealready been
Phone: (206) 296-6470
still is) overpopulated and a lot of school and a college,but it's based cleared for takeoff; because they're
the time books were only given to on the idea that buzzers may soon going torunright overthe flag man.
Advertising: (206) 296-6474
studentsin AdvancedPlacementor trickledown to thehighschoollevel.
Mail: The Spectator
900 Broadway
Honorsclasses. A few classes didn't
It doesn't soundlike the funding
Seattle, WA 98122
alwayshave desks.
is so equally distributed.
TrishaLeonardisa sophomore
Alright,yes,buzzers soundlike a journalismmajor. Sendfeedback
Email: spectator@seattleu.edu.
What typeofeducation arepeople
in schools like that getting?How cool idea,but what about all those to leonardt@seattleu.edu
Check out our website: www.spectator-online.com

TheSpectator EditorialBoard consists of Erica Terence,
KyleFordand AustinBurton Signedcommentariesreflect
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Letters to the Editor
Downloading

anyfile, nor is it intended to.It merely medi-

Ifound the article "Search and download:
file sharing on campus" (The Spectator, 513-04) to be an interesting mix of fact and
fiction.SU's on-campusDirect Connecthub
had beenin existenceon campus for several
years now;this is the first time, to my knowledge, that its existence has been acknowledged in public. With the RIAA's series of
lawsuitsfresh inour mind,itis easy tosee the

it via the DC++ client or the software pro-

hub as a harmful and illegal practice. As a
studentand a participant on the hub, Idon't
take this view.In the United States the lawsuitcampaignby theRIAA hasrageduncheck,
but in othercountries suchas Canada and, as
stated in the article, the Netherlands,rulings
have been in favor of the legality of file
sharing. Ithink it is wrong to dismiss these
rulings as the product of overly liberal countries. Their reasoning was far sounder than
—
our own DMCA laws of dubious legality
making statements that areablatant rejection
of free speech and holdridiculous terms for
"fair use." However, I'd like to bring this
broadissueback to campus.

As provider andmoderator of the on campus hub for this school year, Ifeel far more
obligated to clear up the technical misconceptionsthearticleraised. TheprogramDC++
is a 3rd party program used to connect to a
DirectConnecthub. The originalfile sharing
software was developedby a companycalled
Neo-Modus (http://www.neo-modus.comy)
under the titleDirect Connect and consists of
a two part system: a hub and a client to

connect to it.Thehub software does nothost

ates traffic between computers connected to

vided by Neo-Modus. The hub would not be
negatively affected by people hosting large
amounts of files, as stated by Jim Fowler,
precisely becausenone of the files are stored
by thehub itself. Also, there is only one such
hub running on-campus to my knowledge.
All the dorms can connect to it.As computer
technology goes, it is all exceedingly lowtech, but provides much better security for
sharing files on campus that the built-in

Microsoft Windows file sharing. My main
reason for providing this service on campus,
though, is not security but bandwidth. Iunderstandtheschoolpaysa greatdealofmoney
for its bandwidth, and it seems wasteful for
people to download files off the internet
when they arealready onthe schoolnetwork,
on other people's computers. A place oncampus to bring these people together has
been created, and Ihave the privilege of
hosting it.

protagonistO@vahoo.com

Monolith OP

May Day
Iagree with much of Kevin Uhl's article
("May Day a date for peace," The Spectator,
4-22-04), but theeasy way in whichyoupass
off Tre Arrow as a violent leaderof the ELF
is in itself a kindof violence.Tre Arrowhas
never claimed to evenbe a member of ELF.
These areallaccusationsbya knownarsonist

ASSU elections flawed
from inside and out
Saunatina Sanchez
Spectator Columnist

elections, and Idon't want it to be a rant
abouttheSecretaryofElections either, but

I
dothink thestudentbodyshouldbe aware
ofthe problems the system nowhas and the
Most people hardly realized anything was circumstances leading up the election of
happening. The campaigning was fierce their representatives.
and insome instances,unfortunately, comAaron Twitchell, who ran for ASSU
President,is filing a complaint against the
pletely against therules.
E-mails were sentout through list-serves, Election commission. Notbecausehe lost,
campaignmaterialwasplaced allovercom- he readily admits he didn't put as much
puters used for voting, and posters were into campaigningas he could have, but
hung up inclassrooms.None of which was because,"Ihaveheld student government
legal according to the ASSU election by- positions since my freshman year of high
laws, yet nothing seems to have been done school and have never seen such disorgaabout these violations, or is going to be nization."
done about them.
Ihave to agree withhim. During high
When Iasked one candidate about elec- school wehad a faculty member running
tion material next to computers in Pigott elections, someone with no bias toward
being against the rules, he shrugged and onecandidate oranother. Wecould expect
by the time we reach college we wouldn't
said he didn'tknow.
Most of the campus doesn't know the need someone looking over us. Iguess
rules to the campaign,but weshouldexpect that's not the case. Perhaps the ASSU
the people running to represent us to take Advisor needs to intervene during electhe time to learn them. Many of the candi- tions to make sure things arerun fairlyand
dates took advantage of club presidents, honestly.
who wouldn't be expected to know the
I
have faiththatstudents canpolicethemrules, and asked them to send out mass e- selves,and wehavecommon sense enough
mails to their clubs, some candidates by- toknow whensomethingis right and wrong.
passed the president and sent the message Thisis a problem thecurrent ASSUOfficdirectly to the listserves.
ers need to deal with though, because it
When these rules were brokenit would happened on their watch. The people who
beexpected the personinchargeof keeping cheated should come forward and admit
the elections fair and honest would do just they wronged the students. Iknow some
that. So whatdidScott Philips,Secretaryof people may think I'm blowing this out of
Electionsdo?Allowedtheothercandidates proportion, but the habits we exhibit here
tocheat to "even the playingfield".
carryus throughourlife.For me,thepeople
Since when has it been okay to cheat? who cheated and won will have a cloud
And for the person in charge to allow it is over their heads until the next elections
disrespectful of the students he is charged becausewewillnever knowif thingscould
with representing.
have turned out differently if everyone
Tiiis is not a rant aboutthe winnersofthe decided to play fair and by the rules.
ASSU elections have come and gone.

whohas every reasontolie toprotecthimself. self well when you say "Hung said it all
Tre has always advocated non-violence,and himself when he told AmericanIdol judges,
we need, if we are to advocate peace, to i
have had no professional training.' Yeah,
follow the principle of innocentuntilproven no kidding, William." — Are you serious?
guilty. Thereare many "environmentalists" You need to lighten up. You're oneof those
who doadvocateviolence and do sopublicly. people who is obsessed with properness,and
Cite one of them.Shame on you for judging correctness, and therefore you despise anythingout of theordinary or out-of-place.I
a man before the facts are all in.
bet
your bedroom is spotless and sterile, like a
hospital ward. You'rebinder is perfectly orMichael Westwind
ganized, withall your quizesandhomework
Biologist
Portland,Ore.
assignments properly in order. And that's
great and all,but it also makes for an incredibly boring and predictable, almost robotic,
person.You reallyought to consider being a
Librarian,
since you like order and properThis is a response to Catherine O'Dea's
column. ("William Hung, who the heck is ness so much.
On the page of the article, horizonatally
this guy anyway," The Spectator, 5-13-04)
opposite
your name, was this picture conIthink the attitute expressedinyourarticle
is extremelypredictable andboring. William tained within an advertisement:
If Icould put a mental image on your
Hung is funny precisely because he goes
attitute
and personality, that wouldbe it.
againstthe normsof what we expectourpopHave
fun abit,and relax,the worldis not as
stars to be. He is a refreshing, because he
as
proper
youlike to imagineit is. And thank
makes a change from people like you, who
it isnt, 'causeI'ddieof bordomifit
goodness
only know how to clap for apparently good
things,andfrown at anythingapparently un- was.
usual or different. Your attitute is a kindof
"Raffi,"
high school cheerleader attitute, stuck up,
—
raidiniantz@charter.net
express
yourstraight-forward
and
You

William Hung

Porn, HIV connection
shouldn't surprise us
Marissa Cruz
A&EEditor
In this year's Academic Salon theme of
sexual justice,it seems perfectly appropriateto turn our attention to the recent temporary shutdown of the pornographyindustry
in Southern California.
Inmid-April, there was a sudden shutdown of the $4-13 billion per yearindustry
due to an HIV-scare. Actor, Darren James,
and actress Lara Roxx were found testing
positive for HIV, prompting a voluntary
quarantine of about 50 other actors and
actresses, and the temporary shutdown of
multiple adult film production companies.
James, who had an impeccably clean
record for thelast seven years, testedpositive inMarch of this year,after working on
a "non-condom" adult film set in Brazil.
Theother performers in question agreed
to takeanHIV-test,andtakea follow-uptest
onemonthlater. Reportsfromcbsnews.com
state that out of the 50 performers, only 20
havebeen cleared toreturnto work,and five
havebeen found HIV-positive.
While it's all fine and dandy that adult
film stars are required to take HIV-tests
every three weeks, and cannot work until
their test results return, it really doesn't
seem like an entirely foolproof method to
me.
After thelast HIV-scarein 1999,theporn
industry seemed to wise upenough that they
didn't have another scare until now, but
honestly, if they're still having this problem, that means they're still not being entirely safe.
Several well-known news sources have
quotedDirectorofPublic HealthandHealth
Officer,Dr.JonathanFielding,saying, "the
[HIV]discovery [inthepornindustry] shows
that screening programs are not perfect and
the only way to preventAIDS isnot to have
unprotected sex."
According toSharon Mitchell of thenonprofit Adult Industry Medical Healthcare
Foundation, only about 17 percent of adult
film stars usecondoms. Ifyouask me, that's
a strikingly low percentageof people who

want to preservetheirlives. Manyperformers are now deciding to only work on sets
that promote using condoms in any on-

screen sex scenes.

It seems onlywith the recentscare thatthe
performers are realizing that their lives are
in a constant state of danger with their line
of work. Hello, your lives were always in
danger,but ittook danger staring you inthe
face for you to realize that compromising
your "art" a littlebit byusing a condomto
protect yourselves wouldn't be such a terribleidea.Seven infected film stars (so far)
later, and 25 performers still waiting for
clearance, perhaps the industry is finally
getting a clue.
Thereare otheradult film stars,however,
who stiIIadhere to the"non-condom" policy,
contendingagainst therecent talks toimplement a law that makes condom- usage on
adult film sets mandatory. 'That wouldbe
anoverreaction," saidKatSunlove,ExecutiveDirectoroftheFree SpeechCoalition,a
trade association for the pornography industry. "Do we really want condom police?" askedSunlove.
Ifit was me, andthank the starsit's not,I
would say hell yeah,Iwant condom police.
Seriously, it's irresponsible and reckless
endangerment on the part of the actors as
well as the directors and the production
companies to notuse acondom doing what
don'tknow why they don't value
they do.I
their livesmore.
I
understand that to some degree,it's the
immortality,it'll-never-happen-to-mementality that all of us have, but what happens
when you continue not using condomsand
endup with HIV oranother incurable sexually transmitted disease?
Guess what,itcanhappentoyou,because
youthought condomusing wasstupid, compromised your art,didn't feelas good,made
—
it harder to sustain for the shot whatever
excuseyou want. And, while we'reat it,it's
also going to happen to everyone you love,
and everyonewho issexually involvedwith
you outside of your work.For life's sake,
honestly,protect yourself and everyoneelse
aroundyou, use a condom.
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What's the best graduation gift
you can recieve?
Compiledby William HurdandDuong Truong

"All the money I
spentfor
this education back."

-STEPHANIE
SLEEPER, SOPHOMORE, VISUALARTS

"An apartment in the
"Some sweet lovin'from
Hamptons and enough
Michaele and Stephanie."
-SEANMARUSHIA,
money to go to grad.
SENIOR, ECOLOGICAL
school."
-MICHAELE KLASSEN,
STUDIES
SOPHOMORE, ENGLISH/VISUALARTS

"A girlfriend.
-RYANMAMUAD,SENIOR,MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY

"Ayearaway inAustralia
with my girlfriend."
-MATTGLEDHILL,
FRESHMAN,BUSINESS

-LUIS QUINTERO,
FRESHMAN, CIVILENGINEERING

"A yearawayinAustralia
withMatt.Doug can come."
-RYANASTORGA,
FRESHMAN,PRE-MAJOR

.

"

(Bottom) "A one way ticket to Tahiti.
-ANNKELLEY, JUNIOR, GENERAL
SCIENCE
"A milliondollars so I
can stalk Ann to
Tahiti."
-TIFFANY SMALL, JUNIOR, CREATIVE WRITING

"A Democrat in the White
House andDemocratic control
ofCongress."
-COLLEENEGAN,
SOPHOMORE, POLITICAL

"A vacation to Greece."
-ERIKA WUNDERLICH,
SOPHOMORE, HUMANI-

TIES/SPANISH

SCIENCE/DRAMA

"Ayearawayin Australia
withMatt'sgirlfriend."
-DOUGHOOVER,
FRESHMAN,MECHANI-

"I want to go on a cruise in the Carribean
Sea with all myfriends."
-JENNY WILLDEN, FRESHMAN,

CALENGINEERING

JOURNALISM

